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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The problems of public outdoor relief have been con-
sidered peculiarly difficult. Numerous attempts have been made
to find a solution but for tne most part they have been a fai lure
,
Vast sums have been expended on this form of poor relief but
in the majority of cages the results obtained have not been sat-
isfactory. This paper deals witn non-institutional relief (1)
in Germany where there has been the nearest approach to success;
(2) in Engl esnd where a different system has been developed wnich
on tne whole is not satisfactory; (13) in the Jnited btates where
as a rule the English system has been copied; and (4) describes
a special kind of relief, known as "Mothers' Pensions," which
has been recently developed in the United states.
m
i'here has been a disposition on the part of some to con-
demn mothers' pensions^ laws because public outdoor relief has
been so largely a failure in this country. It is certain that
at present we are better prepared to administer sucn relief,
than ever before because of public education on tne subject and
especially because a body of workers has now been developed who
could be employed by the state for this work. An atte.npt has
been made, after outlining the methods in vogue in these great
nations, to test the working ox this new law and not to judge
beforehand as to its success or failure.
Mothers' pensions have been granted in some states lor
about five, years./ , In Illinois, which was the second state to
pass such a law, it has been in force since July 1911. An ex-
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tensive investigation of the present Illinois law was made a few
months ago by the State Charities' Commission. The results of
this investigation are to he found in tne Institution Quarterly
Vol. 6, number 4, pp. 10-14. Another investigation of tne
mothers' pension laws in the various states has been made under
the direction of Miss Julia Lathrop, head of the Childrens' Bureau
of the United States Department of Labor. The results of tnis in-
vestigation have not as yet been published.
The investigation here reported attempts to get at details
in the working of the law which the more extensive investigations
fail to present. The final test on which this type of legislation
must stand or fall is to be found in the intimate interpretation
of particular cases. The establishment of a personal relation
between the beneficiary and the benefactor is always necessary
for satisfactory results. With these ideas in mind an intensive
investigation was made in two Illinois counties, Kankakee and
St. Clair, to examine into the practical working of tne law.
Kankakee County was selected because of the high grade of public
relief carried on there. St. Clair County, which has the second
largest population in the state, was selected upon the advice of
Mr. A. L. Bowen, executive secretary of the State Charities Com-
mission, because it was one in which the law was not supposed to
be successfully administered. In both counties the officials
readily cooperated with tne writer and aided him in selecting re-
presentative cpses for the investigation.
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PUBLIC OUTDOOR RELIEF IK GERMMY
.
In Germany before 1870 the right to relief could "be
asserted only "by a member of the commune or county in which
application was made.-1- There was no national system. Industrial
conditions had changed so as to compel men to move from place
to place according to the demand for labor. In case he moved
out of his own commune and had a misfortune he could expect no
relief. The system of poor relief had not advanced rapidly
enough to keep pace with economic development.
With the founding of the Empire (April 16, 1871,) a
great improvement was made in the system of public out-door
relief. Bach commune becone a part of the state and each state
a member of the Empire. By this new arrangement, the individual
was a member of the commune, a citizen of the state, and also
of the Empire. A law was passed which provided that a German
citizen must be helped in his misery where he happened to be at
the time. It is determined later who will pay the cost, whether
another commune, or the state, or The Empire, or a trade union
or a sick benefit fund. To give temporary assistance is the duty
of the commune where the misfortune occurs and it is the civil
duty of the local officials for the poor to administer the relief.
The administration district is iniown as the local poor union.
The "relief residence" is of importance when the question
of who shall pay for the outlay is advanced. It has been es-
tablished that every German citizen enjoys such residence who
after his eighteenth year has lived continuously xor two years
in a given place, and during that time has not received relief.
1. Henderson, Modern Methods of Charity, pp. 1-2
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The family shares the residence with the man. In case a person
has been absent more than two years, after his eignteentn year,
without remaining in any one commune long enough to obtain
settlement there, then the state or province must pay the cost.
In such a case the administrative district is called the provinc-
ial poor union (Landesarmenverhand) . The district which supplied
the temporary relief is repaid "by the district that is legally
liable. At the same time provisions for institutional relief
were made but they will not be discussed nere.
When considering German poor relief"*" it must be re-
membered that the care 01 the poor is made a legal obligation
in the German Empire with the exception of Alsace-Lorraine. The
communes, municipalities, and communal corporations have this
obligation placed upon them in such a way that no person, German
or foreigner, shall be without adequate relief in the hour of
need, no matter where he may be. The Armenverband is the organ-
ization for poor relief in the commune, and it is the duty of
this organization to furnish appropriate aid, without cny regard
to the political or civil connections of the recipient.
The system of reimbursement described above prevents
the burden of support from becoming too heavy in communities where
the poor are apt to congregate. Assistance granted to foreigners
is always reimbursed by the state. It must be clearly understood
that this system of reimbursement is merely a financial measure
for the purpose of equalizing the burdens of poor relief among
the several communities, and does not give the poor any legal
right to claim the aid of a district. The authorities of the
1. E. Muensterburg, Am. Joul. Soc. January 189
Y
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district where the applicant is living, in any individual case
determine whether aid is really necessary and also the kind and
the amount. The courts do not register complaints of refusal
of aid, this is done "by the officers of relief.
Because of the great variety of organizations for poor re-
lief the poor laws make only one general requirement, "That tld
is to be granted in case of need, within the range of necessity."
The details as to organization, plan of work, etc., are left lor
each community to decide for itself. Local conditions determine
in what manner the work is to he carried on, considering the
wealth of the church and ecclesiastical orders, the wealth of the
community at large, the extent of the population and the admin-
istrative system underlying tne work.
In less densely populated communities, where a survey of
the entire field can be easily made, a moderate fund is raised for
charitable purposes, the dispensation being left entirely in tne
hands of a salaried official, generally the mayor or alderman. In
a few cases the community possesses such liberal endowments that
public relief is hardly necessary. In some of the poorer rural
districts the people generally prefer to send the dependents to
the poor house, or else furnish them with provisions and the
necessities of liie. In the medium sized cities as well as in the
larger ones the necessity for a particular organization becomes
apparent. This is generally quite separate from the strictly
administrative machinery and is given such names as "Armenver-
waltung," "Armenbehorde, " "Armendirection," and the like.
There are three principal methods in use. First: the
director of the Armenverwaltung, who is generally the mayor or

some member of the local administration, examines by means of
paid officials, every application for aid; a decision is
reached when "cne oiiieials report on the case. This method is
not at all popular at the present time; all of the most import-
ant, relief authorities have dropped it.-*- Second: a number of
unpaid assistants work for the administrative board; each
assistant is assigned to one or two small districts and it is
his duty to examine carefully all cases 01 poverty and dis-
tress that may occur. He reports to the board the results
of the investigation generally with some recommendation or
suggestion as to the kind of aid to be granted; nothing can
be done however until the board decides on the matter. Third:
under this method the board has only the business management
in its hands; a number of honorary offices are created and the
individual cases are divided among them. The holders of these
honorary offices not only examine and report on the cases in
charge, but actually determine wnat relief measures are to be
employed. If the case does not require removal to an in-
stitution or hospital the honorary officer assumes a sort of
guardianship over it auring the time aid is given. At present
this is the system most commonly used; it is based on the
principle of the i^iberfeld system, that the unpaid official
must be responsible for the resources which the community
places at his disposal for the work.
In 1823 the Prussian Government authorized^ each
1. Proceedings of the Conference of Charities, and Correct-
ions, 16V v, pp. 46-59
2. uonrad, Handworterbuch der St aatswessensciiaiten II Band
pp. 14b-lb
b
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commune in the Dusseldorf district to take charge 01 its ovm
poor relief and the old system remained in vogue until 1850,
In that year a system was introduced in which the wealthy class
had control out it proved to he so expensive that it had to be
discontinued. Two years later Daniel von der Heydt, a banker
if
in the city of Elberfeld near Dusseldorf , introduced a new
system. As a matter of fact, it was not a new system, but a
new combination oi old principles. In the organization of
the new system special emphasis was placed on three points:
(1) individualization, (2) the almoners were given a voice in
the determination of the means, and (5) decentralization.
In order to bring about individualization, the entire
city is divided into quarters of such a size that each will not
contain more than four dependents, individuals or heads of
ii
families (Sinzelstehende Oder Familienhaupter) , and each quarter
is placed under the supervision of a visitor. The visitor
( Armenpfleger ) is really the center of poor relief in the ilber-
feld system. The duties of the visitors are extensive ana
exact. Jtie must visit the poor in his quarter at regular inter-
vals, keep himself constantly informed as to their condition,
and exert an educational and refining influence over them and
their families. Every person needing relief makes application
to the visitor of his own quarter; then the visitor makes full
and particular inquiries into all the circumstances of the
case. If the case is urgent he can give temporary relief pend-
ing the decision of the district board. He is the iriend and
adviser of the poor and must insist on discipline ana order.
There are strict police regulations, punishing with

imprisonment refusal to work when employment can be had, wasting
of relief granted and misspending time in amusement, idleness
or drink in such a manner as to render public aid necessary.
In case of the violation of any of these regulations, it is the
duty of the visitor to report the offender to tne authorities for
legal prosecution. Relief when granted is lor a brief period
only and the cases, are frequently re-heard and revised. Care is
uniformly taken, that while sufficient aid is furnished, it shall
not be given in such generous measure as to make public charity
attractive. When a dependent is dsapabie of partial support,
due allowance is made for that by a reduction in the amount he
receives from public charity.
The work of the visitor is not confined to giving
relief; he neips tne unemployed to find work^* the sick to get
medical attendance, and gives a word 01 council to the beginner
in dissipation that often arrests his downward course. In this
way, he enables the people of his quarter to become better
citizens. i'he best men take positions as visitors. According to
p
Mr. W. H« .Dawson among six hundred visitors recently in charge
there was one who had been in office forty-nine years, nineteen
in office over thirty years, eighty-one over twenty years, and
two hundred and sixty-eight over ten years, They included two
hundred and forty-three business men, three hundred and nineteen
professional men, and nine farmers and land owners.
The quarters are grouped in circuits or districts,
each district including fourteen quarters, i'he visitors 01 the
1. Poor Relief in Different Parts of Europe - edited by
A. Emminghaus, Chapter IV
2. The German Workman, 190b
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circuit meet every two weeks for the purpose of discussing the
work and deciding on the amount, the kind, and duration of the
assistance to he given. There is a superintendent or inspector
(Vorstcher) at the head of each circuit who presides over and
directs the proceedings of the circuit and has charge of all
business transacted "between the visitors and the central hoard.
The central administrative board'*" ( Haupterwaltung) is
composed o± the mayor, lour members oi uhe city council and four
voting citizens. This board meets every two weeks on urie day
lollowing the meetings of the visitors and overseers in the
circuit. It has charge of the general direction of poor reliei,
the making of general regulations affecting all quarters, the con-
trol of the decisions and resolutions of the circuits, and the
supervision of public institutions. It is tne duty of the central
board to attend to everything not directly connected with the
passing upon the individual cases. Their control over the
circuit is merely to give them an opportunity to see, in a general
way, that the principles laid down in the poor law are being
carried out.
The chairman of the general board is the only official
that receives a salary; all the other officers, those of tne
board, the superintendents, and the visitors are purely honor
offices. The municipal council selects the members of the
general boara, and the board chooses the other officials, all
of whom serve without any remuneration. Under tne system in
1. Conrad Handwork erbuch der staatswessenschaften Band II,
P, 147
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Germany it is quite common to find a large percentage of the
offices purely honorary. It has become a tacitly accepted custom'
that che office of visitor in the poor relief department is the
first round in the ladder of municipal honorary offices; and no
one can reach the upper, more highly esteemed positions, who
does not begin on the bottom round.
There is also under the general board a thoroughly
organized, well regulated business management. These offices
are not honorary, the holders have no other occupation and re-
ceive a definite salary. The business management collect
statistics concerning each dependent and place the material in
the central office, so that anyone desiring information concern-
ing a particular person can find it there. The proceedings of
tne circuits are also examined by the business management and
the faults that are discovered are referred to the general board.
To supplement the work of the visitors, and not to control or
direct it, is the object 01 tms plan. Without this cooperation
and supervision, there would be no centralization; the independ-
ence of the several circuits would lead to entire arbitrariness,
to a dsngerous inequality and the system would break down. The
duties and obligations of each officer whetner a member of the
general board, supervisor, or visitor are carefully defined.
The importance of good directions and regulations can not be
over estimated because the success 01 tne system depends largely
upon them. The Slberfeld system proved to be so successful^
1. iir. S. Munsterburg, "Principles of Public Charity and
Private Philanthropy in Germany
2. Conrad - Eandworterbuch der btaatswessenschaften, Bend
ii, p. 14
y
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that it was adopted by many other German cities, among them
Erefeld, Dusseldorf, and Aachen. The larger cities of Germany,
Berlin, Cologne, Dresden
,
Stuttgart, Hamburg and others have
adopted the more general principles of the Blberfeld system making
some changes in order to adapt it to local conditions.
It can easily be seen that although there are general
fixed laws governing poor relief which are applicable under all
circumstances, yet they cannot be administered in the same way for
all communities. It would be absurd to attempt to introduce the
KLberfeld system, without making material changes in it, into all
communes in all lands. In the first place there is a great differ-
ence between the sizes of the several communes. A system -chat
would work well in a small city might not be a success in a large
one. Again, the kind of population makes a very material differ-
ence. Elberfeid on the wnole has a settled population composed
largely of skilled laborers. It is evident that the relief work
should be different in districts where the mining and manufactur-
ing industries are inhabited by a fluctuating population.
Agricultural; communities need a different system of
poor relief from that required by industrial communities. It is
evident that, in modern industrial centers where a great number
of paupers live in a single tenement, the ullberfeld system of
districting cannot work. Also it would be difficult to find a
sufficient number of helpers in the neighborhood of such a district
and the establishment and continuation of friendly and neighborly
relations between the helper and fellow men, which is the fund-
amental idea of tne ^lberfeld system, is almost entirely lost,
because the constantly shifting population renders the establish-
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ment of such relations almost Impossible.
i'he system o±' administration or poor relief1 is of
greatest importance. The work tends to become formal and a
matter of routine where all or a large part of the officers are
salaried, and honorary officers should he introduced to counter-
balance this tendency. The change in the system of poor relief
in Hamburg serves to illustrate this point. In Hamburg all the
public offices had been controlled for years by tne local govern-
ment and none of the poor relief officials except tne cierks
were paid. In this case it was found expedient to add a number of
more highly trained officials. The greatest objection to the
Hamburg poor relief was that it had not advanced with the growth
of the city; the old quarter boundaries remained where placed in
1768 and there was no increase in the number of visitors. Con-
sequently, a single visitor as a rule had from twenty to thirty
cases in charge; in some quarters, the number ran as high as
forty and fifty and in a few even to seventy and eighty. It is
evident that one who undertakes the duties of visitor, besides
his regular occupation cannot give even twenty persons or families
enough attention to understand and oversee their circumstances,
not to mention his being their friend, adviser and helper. As a
result the work of the visitor had, with a lew exceptions, become
limited to hearing applications for assistance and an investigation
at the time the first aid was granted. The aid once granted was
usually paid year after year, without any further examination,
it was discovered later that fully in one half of the cases then
receiving aid, it was no longer necessary. Widows with several
it
1. Muensterburg, Am. Joul. Soc. Vol. II
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children who at the time of the death o±' their husbands were
helpers had after ten years or more become able to support them-
selves, because the children were old enough to work. In some
cases the total income o±" the several children living with the
mother was found to exceed the income of the better class of
laborers.
Another objection to the old Hamburg system was that
the records were not collected at a central office. As soon as a
pauper became reasonably well known in one part of the city and
it was discovered that he no longer needed assistance, all he had
to do was to move to another part of the city and he could re-
ceive aid again. Also the superintendents of the circuits had
to do a great amount of unnecessary clerical work that could
have been done far better by professionals. These faults caused
the falling apart of the circuits, dissimilarity and inequality
in the application of the poor laws, carelessness in business
management and all the other evils which are caused by careless
and poorly planned charity. The unworthy and persons not in
poverty often received the money, while the wortny poor were
neglected because they were reluctant to apply for aid. Poor
judgment was often shown in giving money instead of provisions or
aid instead of work and advice, or in supporting parents who
were of low cnaracter instead of placing their children in an
orphanage.
This was the condition of affairs that existed in
it
the fall of 1892 when Dr, Emil Mueisterburg was employed by the
city of Hamburg to introduce a new system or to reform the old
one. Shortly after Dr. Muensterburg had consented to go to Ham-
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burg there was an outbreak of cholera. The epidemic magnified
the inefficiency of the public relief and showed that it was by
no means able to meet the demands 01 the emergency. The distress
created a need for speedy and well administered relief work, great-
er than even a well organized relief could have furnished, sub-
committees were appointed in each district under the control of
a central committee. In this way a great number of men and
women learned more about scientific poor relief than they could
have learned in any other way. These circumstances also convinced
the public that relief was necessary and that the old system
needed reiorming. It must be remembered that the choldera tended
to create abnormal conditions, which at first severely hindered
the work, and naturally caused a great increase in the number
of dependents.
With the introduction of the reform a plan was devised
by which the most recent scientific and practical experience could
be applied to local conditions. The system introduced resembled
the filberfeld system in that the helpers were entirely independent.
The independence of the districts was also extended. Usually
the superintendent of the district and the new helpers and visitors
are appointed by the general management, but the districts were
now given the right of nomination for these offices; also
they had the right of choice of a temporary chairman and were
given a considerable power to vote relief. Two of the character-
istics of the iilberteld system were dropped, namely, the quarter
system and the system of granting aid for only a very short
period. The chief advantage of the quarter system is that the
dependent is in definite relation to the helper of the quarter in
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which he lives. The quarters are closely defined and small
enough so that the officers can easily have supervision over
them. There are three objections to the quarter system, especial-
ly when applied to a large city: first, a given case must always
remain under the same helper, who may not be able to secure the
cooperation of the dependent; second, under some conditions a
sort of protectorate is established and aid is given when there is
no need of it; third, it is impossible to secure an approximately
even distribution of population by this system. Some helpers
would have from fifty to sixty dependents under their care
while other helpers never saw anyone in need. Because of these
objections Berlin, Dresden, Leipsic and Hamburg have adopted
the district system ( Be zirj£systein) •
In the district, which includes quite a number of streets
the assembly or council is composed of a district superintendent
and helpers the number of which varies between twelve and twenty
according to the needs of the district (Bezirk) . Under this
system none of the helpers have any relation to the occupants of
a particular house, i^very application for aid must first be
presented to the district chairman! Bezirksvorst eher) , who refers
it to one 01 nis nelpers by means of an application blank; it is
the duty of the helper to investigate the case and if necessary
supply any urgent or immediate need and at the next meeting of
the district council to report on the case. As a general rule
when further treatment is required, the case will be left in
charge of the helper who made the first investigation. The
greatest advantage 01 tnis arrangement is that the superintendent
can give work to each one of his helpers according to his ability.
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ihe superintendent can change helpers in a case placing the
dependent in charge o± different helpers at different times or
in charge of several simultaneously. He can use his judgment
in assigning cases to helpers, giving a helper who lives near
more cases than one residing farther away, a man of much leisure
more than one who is very "busy; and assigning cases in general
to the helper that he thinks can "bring about the "best results.
The success of this system in Hamburg is due to the fact that it
is so elastic and can be applied to nearly ail conditions.
The second characteristic ox tne isilberfeld system that
was dropped, the lengthening of tne period of time for which
aid was granted, was a matter of necessity. It is not desirable
to grant aid for too long a period, in most cases from two to
four weeks is sufficient. In Hamburg the council 01 the district
meets every four weeks. The advantages claimed xor this plan are,
that the mere formalism of the fortnightly meetings would be
eliminated and that the monthly meetings would be betxer
attended. In order to prevent formalism tne dependents are
divided into several classes. Dependents who are old or helpless,
whose distress there is no reason to doubt are granted aid for
periods of six months; younger persons, as widows with several
small children, not longer than three months; all others are
granted aid for only one month in order that they may be constant-
ly under inspection. At the meetings of the district council
all cases are fully discussed, then the council votes on the
best metnod of dealing witn the case. In this way the members
of the council know the conditions existing in the district and
after a time uniform principles become established.
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Because of tlie greater size of the city, in the Hamburg
system, an intermediary board was introduced between the
district and the central board; this is called the circuit and
includes several districts. The chairman of the circuit is a
member of the central board, the rest of the circuit being
composed of the superintendent or chairmen of the districts. The
circuits hear complaints against the decision of districts and
discuss matters common to all the districts. They decide upon
allowances which are recommended that exceed a certain specified
limit and upon motions to grant hospital care for an extended
period of time. In this way the circuit considerably lessens
the work that otherwise the central board would have to do.
two of whom, the chairman and vice-chairman, are members of
the senate; the other members of the board are chosen directly
by the representative body of the city government (Burgervertretung)
on the recommendation of the board. The central board exercises a
general supervision over the circuits and districts, it is the
highest court of appeals, and fixes general rules and principles.
The central board has control of the business management, which
carries into effect its resolutions, and collects in a general
registry information concerning all dependents. All applications
for aid must pass through the central office, except in urgent
cases where it is not possible before voting the aid; then, the
whole matter is later brought to the notice of the business man-
agement and a copy of the minutes of the district or circuit are
filed with the papers referring to the particular dependent in
question. By this system duplication of relief is very easily de-
The central board is composed of about twenty members,
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tected. In case the report wnich is sent in to the central office
is not complete the helper who has the case in charge is notified
of its incompleteness and sends in the desired information. In
case the resolutions and decisions of one body are at variance
with the laws or the "business regulations, they are submitted
to the next higher authority, the circuit or the central board.
The business management has its work divided into
several different sub-divisions, such as the treasury department,
the making good of clains the dependent may have upon other
poor funds, the collecting of subscriptions from well to do
relatives of dependents, etc. Dr. Muensterburg says, "The
distinction between the function of the honorary offices and
tuose held by professional or salaried officials may briefly
be stated thus} the former foster the spirit of the work; the
latter have the care of the forms; each is supplemented and
modified by the other, so that neither arbitrariness, disorder,
end looseness, on the one hand, nor, on the other, stiff form-
ality and excessive writing may hamper the work. This aim has
thus far been realized in a very satisfactory manner."
The success or public outdoor relief in Elberfeld,
Hamburg, and throughout Germany as a whole is largely due to
the careful supervision of the dependents. Belief work must
have a personal touch if it is to be efficient. This is accomp-
lished in Germany by the system of honorary offices. The
principle of individualization is one of the important character-
istics of German poor relief is made possible by the aid of
efficient helpers and visitors who are able to secure the coop-
1. American Journal of Sociology, Yo\, II
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eration of the dependents under their care, and it acts as a
stimulus toward rehabilitation. Proper methods of supervision
of dependents is of as much importance as the relief itself. The
efficiency of relief cannot be measured by the amount that is
given. In most cases where puoiic outdoor relief has not been a
success, the failure was caused by inefficient methods of super-
vision of the dependents. The recent development of workingmens 1
1
insurance in Germany has caused the proportional amount of
public relief to be reduced. The most frequent causes of poverty
and dependency are sickness, death of the head of the family,
invalidity and the disabilities of old age. In 1910, under the
workingmens 1 insurance laws, 14,000,000 persons, or about eighty
percent of all wage earners, were insured against sickness;
24,200,000 persons, or a hundred and twenty-live percent oi
all wage earners, were insured against accident; 15,700,000 persons!
or ninety percent of all wage earners were insured against in-
validity and old age. During the period 1885-1910 the enormous
sum of $2, 100,000,000 was paid out to workingmen under the in-
surance law as benefits to assist them in oases of sickness,
accident, invalidity and old age. The recipients in nearly all
cases belonged to the least prosperous class. Because of the com-
pulsory insurance the class of workmen who are most deficient
in foresight are aided, otnerwise many of them would become de-
pendent on public relief.
While considering the benefit of the workingmens 1
1. Dr. F. Zahn, Arbeiterversicherung und Armenwesen 1912
2. In the case of accident insurance, it is to be observed
that many are enrolled who are not classified as workmen,
as persons engaged in agriculture and proprietors of
small industrial establishments.
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v insurance we must not lose signt of the fact that the expenses
of public relief have also increased rapidly during the last
score of years. There are several influences that have caused
this increase. In the first place the rapid increase in popula-
tion and particularly the movement toward the cities are to he
noted. The total population of Germany increased in twenty-live
years (1885-1910) from 46,707,000, to 64,551,000, an addition of
17,844,000 or bb.E percent. The annual excess of births in
Germany on the average is between 800,000 and 900,000 { in 1909
884,061, or 15*8 per thousand of the population). It is well
known that tne less prosperous classes have contributed most
largely to this increase. It has been stated that sixty six
percent of the increase was found in the class of workmen. The
population statistics of Germany show that the greatest increase
of population has occurred in the cities. In 1882 only 7.6
percent of the total population lived in large cities while in
1907, 19.1 percent of the ttotal population were found there.
Adequate relief is more expensive in the urban than in the
rural districts, and also in cities there is a better and
more generous provision for the poor.
Besides these changes in the composition of the popula-
tion which have led to an increase in expenditure for poor
relief, many types of persons were reached by the insurance
laws tnat were not affected by previous charitable legislation.
Also the group from which the pensioners of the poor law are
recruited has been enlarged by legislation. A number of statutes
were passed which made it easier to acquire legal residence,
1. Persons can now acquire legal residence after naving
maintained uninterrupted residence in the area of a mun-
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and as a result there was a great increase in the number of
persons entitled to relief, especially in the cities and this
caused en increased expenditure in the provincial unions. The
increase in expenditure for relief has also been influenced
by better knowledge of the poor laws; there is a better under-
standing of the legal regulations both by private persons and
the local authorities, Furthermore, the careiul supervision
by local authorities oi the movements of persons without
property has led to increased promptness and frequency in the
claims made against the provincial unions. Finally, the increase
of expenditure on poor relief is due largely to the character
of modern economic development. It has produced a general in-
crease in popular well-being, a significant rise in the income
of the middle and lower clashes, so that standards of living
have improved considerably. All this has rendered society
more exacting in its requirements, the uninsxired lower classes
have a higher minimum standard, and the upper classes are more
generous in the recognition of tnese needs. Besides this the
cost of living including the prices of the necessities of life
and house rent, has risen. These are the principal causes for
the increase in the expenditure for the poor.
There is no doubt that public outdoor relief in Germany
has proved to be a success. The reasons for this success are
numerous, the most important being the proper application of
the general principles of poor relief to local conditions. In-
dividualization and efficient supervision of dependents have
icipal union lor one year instead of two years as formerly,
and after sixteen completed years instead of eighteen
completed years as formerly. This act was passed in 190b.
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played an important part in "bringing about favorable results.
The system of honorary offices can also be regarded as one of
the most important causes for the success. Bach municipality
or community has hundreds, ana if necessary even thousands
of citizens who tire willing to assume the task of helping the
poor. This public spiritedness and sense Of the honor of
participating in governmental acting on the. part of the German
citizen has enabled him to develop his well-regulated system
of poor relief.

PART II
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PUBLIC OUTDOOR RELIEF IE ENGLAND.
The history of the English poor laws can well be divided
into tour periods, first, from about 1650 to tne iamoas Act^which
definitely established poor relief in England in 1601; second,
from 1601 to about 1750, the accession of George III in 1760
has been taken by some writers as the end of tne second period;
third, from 1760 to tne reiorm of 1834; and fourth, from 1834
to the present time,
ii'irst period.
The earliest English poor laws were of a decidedly negative
character. They took the form of measures lor the repression
of begging; not for the benefit of the poor.
The monasteries hid been und iscriminating in giving alms,
pnd in a comparatively short time the number of persons living
in idleness, althougn perfectly able to work, increased to such
an extent that even tne iunas oi the church were insufficient for
their relief. Beggars who were unaccustomed to work, as soon as
they failed to find support near home, began to roam about the
country asking for alms and endangered public order and safety, 2
as well as property. It became necessary for the state to pass
laws for the protection of the citizens against bands or swarms
of beggars.
A number of such acts were passed in the fourteenth cent-
ury. All of these acts were of a repressive nature, and the
penalties were very severe. The first offense was punishable by
1. i'owle, Tne Poor Law.
2. Aschrott, English Poor Law System.

a public whipping; the second "by the loss of ears; the third by-
hanging. The laws remained without any practical effect, because
the penalties were too severe to be generally enforced.
There was no change in conditions"1" until 1531 when under
the rule of nenry VIII, an act was passed which gave the aged
and impotent persons permission to beg. A year later the relorm-
ation began in England; the suppression of the small abbeys,
priories, and other religious houses succeeded in 1536, and three
years later the larger abbeys and monasteries were closed. At
the same time poor relief was regulated anew under Act 27 of the
2year 1535-1536. This Act made the individual parishes respon-
sible for the maintenance of their poor, and distinguished between
poor, impotent, sick ana diseased people not eble to work who
were to be provided for, helped and relieved, and those that
were healthy and strong who were to be kept continually at work
in order that they might earn their own living.
The clergy arid local officials were to obtain charitable
offerings by collecting tne voluntary alms of the people of the
parish every Sunday and holiday. An accurate acconnt was kept
of the distribution. Private alms to beggars were forbidden with
the penalty oi forfeiting ten times the amount given.
The Act of Vobl-Z ordered trie appointment of two or more^
"Collectors of Alms" who were to make lists of grants and of the
poor to be supported. By tne collectors the parishioners were
exhorted to contribute according to their means. In case the
individual was obstinate he was called before the bishop and
1« Mcholl's History of iSnglish Poor Law.
2. Ashley's Economic History.
3. j?awle f The Poor Law.
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exnorted by him. By the ct of 1565 if these efforts were fruit-
less he could be called before the magistrate and assessed what-
ever was thought to be reasonable. The law of 1572 went still
further and allowed the magistrate to settle on the weekly
amount to be paia by persons who refused to contribute voluntarily.
Legislation on this subject progressed gradually. It was
only a step from the apparently voluntary contributions of the
Acts of 1563 and 1572 to a direct tax for the benefit of the
poor. The introduction of a poor rate, under the Act of 1601, was
merely the result of a process of legislative development. The
Act of Henry VIH in 1535-6 was trie ioundation for the numerous
acts of the succeeding period. The reign of Edward YI produced
several statutes on the subject, and that of Cueen Mary also
produced one oi some importance.
Special attention was given to the subject in the reign
of Cueen Elizabeth and the celebrated Poor Law of 1601 con-
solidated and gave effect to tne provisions of the previous enact-
ments. The legislation from 1536 to 1601 might well be con-
sidered that oi a transition period. It develops the principles
laid down by tne law of Henry VIII and adds to them those on
which the Act of 1601 was based.
Second Period,
By the Act oi loUl-^poor relief was recognized in principle
as a public interest. It was administered by individual parishes
through overseers, who were appointed and constantly controlled
by the justices. The burden of relief was distributed by tax-
ation. The nearest kin were made responsible for the maintenance
1. Aschrott, English Poor Law System.
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of their relatives, and when a single parish was overburdened,
the neighboring parishes could be requested to contribute pro-
portionately. The persons relieved were divided into three
classes, children, infirm, and able-bodied. The kind of assistance
differed for each class. The children were apprenticed until
their twenty-first or twenty-fourth year; the able-bodied were
given work which they had to perform under penalty for refusal;
the infirm were given proper care, and could be placed in poor
houses.
In the year 1610 during the reign of James I an enact-
ment was passed which ordered the building of "Houses of Correct-
ion" in every county. This was the only alteration of importance
that was passed until 1662 when the Settlement Act was passed,
i'his important Act was pushed through all the stages of legis-
lation without giving the public or Parliament time for careful
consideration, merely because the wealthy landlord and the re-
presentatives of London wanted to lessen the burden of tneir
own poor rates.
By this Act the industrious workman was hindered from
choosing the place where he could work best and most profitably
for the general good. The right of settlement was obtainable Dy
forty days 1 residence, but during that time any one might be
removed if likely to become a charge upon the rates. The parish
by strictly exercising this power of removal, endeavored to
lorevent the acouisition of a settlement, and the possible increase
of tne burden of relief.
Although the Act declared it was, "for the better relief
of the poor in the kingdom, "it was not passed in the interests
1. Bllwood, Public Kelief of Private Charities in
England.
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of the poor in the kingdom," it was not passed in the interests
of the poor but rather that the poor could be excluded from rich
places. In 1685, during the reign of James II, it became
necessary to ammend the Act of Charles II.. Poor people when first
coming into the parish, would conceal themselves until the forty-
days required for settlement had passed, then they could not be
removed. The Act was made so that the forty days should be
counted after the wardens and overseers of the parish had been
not ifi ed.
In 1691 another enactment was passed, which declared
that notice in writing must be delivered to the parish of intend-
ed settlements. The notice was to be read in church so that
any one could make an objection to the newcomer. In the same
year another Act was passed to regulate church wardens and over-
seers, because by the use of their unlimited power they were in
the habit of misaropropri ating funds. This Act required that a
register should be kept of the persons relieved, with the date
of the grant of the relief and the occasion for it. This register
was to be examined by the vestry at least once a year.
A workhouse was established in Bristol in 1697 by a
1
special Act of Parliament. i'his resulted in a great diminution
of mendicancy and led to the adoption of similar measure in
1699 in jssrfcer, in 1702 in tforch ester, and in 1707 in Plymouth
and a few other places. The workhouse proved so successful
tnat in 17 23 an Act was passed which ordered, "that parishes
should be entitled, singly or in ecmbination to build, buy or
hire workhouses, and that any poor person refusing to enter one
1. Aschrott, The English i'oor Law System.
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of such houses, should not "be entitled to ask or receive collection
or relief, w This stringent provision was a great improvement in
the poor law administration, and resulted in a steady decrease in
the poor rate in spite of the increase of population. The
system worked v/ell until the middle of the century. Then the
tendency to do away with the principle of repression of pauperism
which must always he held in view in any reasonable poor law
system caused a great change.
1'hird Period.
During the reign of George III a number of Acts were
passed which had a direct influence on poor law administration.
Perhaps the most important of these was known as "Gilberts Act."
It permitted the union of severaj. parisnes for the purpose of
poor relief in common, and ior the erection of a poor house.
i'he system 01 paid guardians was introduced so that the overseers
had only the work of assessing and collecting the poor rate.
Visitors were also appointed to inspect the poor houses.
The poor house of Gilberts Act was very different 1
from the former workhouses of 1723. The new type of workhouses
provided for by Gilberts Act was considered a place for old or
sick persons, mothers with illegitimate offspring, and cnixdren
incapable of work, while the poorhouse of 1723 was an industrial
institution. The Act of 1723 the able-bodied poor were ordered
to work in the workhouse, but in the Gilberts Act the guardians
were instructed to find them suitable employment near their own
houses. Public outdoor relief in the form of money was also
ordered. Thus it practically made no difference whether the
1. .cillwood, Public Belief and Private Charity in j&igland,
Missouri University Studies, Vol. 2.
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laborer worked hard or not, because he was bound to receive a
maintenance. The self-reliance of a large part of the working
classes was in this way undermined.
In 1795 the lamous Speenhamland Act of Parliament was
passed. The price of corn at this time was extremely highl-
and wages were low. This Act regulated wages according to the
prices of the necessaries of life, and the size of the family. In
case a laborer could not earn the prescribed amount by his own
labor, the balance should be paid as an allowance out of the
poor rates. Thus the laborer irrespective of his skill or in-
dustry was assured of s fixed income which rose year by year
with the increase of his family. As a result of these measures
there was a rapid deterioration of the working class physically
and morally, and an immense increase of the poor rate.
In 1817 a committee was appointed to consider and
report on the existing poor laws. The practical result of the
committee's report was the Parish Vestry Act of 1816 and a year
later the Select Vestry Act. The select vestry were to meet
once every two weeks and to manage the concerns o± the poor in
the parish. The overseers were to perform tneir duties according
to the directions of the select vestry. The vestry also had
the right to erect, enlarge or purchase poor houses or wor.xhouses.
Shortly after the accession or William IV to the^
throne in 1831 the Hobhouse Act was passed. The only important
change in this Act was the introduction of the auditor among
the poor law administration officers. On February 1, 1832 a
1. jj'owle, The Poor Law.
2. Aschrott, The English Poor Law bystem.
——— ^
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Royal Commission was appoint ed"to institute a full inquiry into
the practical operation of the poor laws." On February 20, 1854
the commission made its report, and in August of the same year the
famous Poor Law was passed.
i'he report of the Commission was extremely thorough,
comprehensive and unbiased. All the cases revealed by the report
were in no way due to the principles laid down in the great
Elizabethan Act of 1601, but to the fact that the administ ration
had been in violation to those principles. Indoor relief for
the able-bodied was adopted only in a small degree. The work-
houses were in a very poor condition. They lacked discipline,
regular employment and were especially defective in tne class-
ification of the inmates. Relief by employment by tie parish for
the able-bodied was rare because it was too costly. It was
necessary to have supervisors to accomplish anything and even
then the work was poorly done.
Relief in kind was not generally given, it consisted in
payment of rent or grants of tickets for clothing or other
articles. The overseers took advantage of this and gave grants
only for tneir own houses and stores. The most common form of
relief was money, given as allowances. The income of the laborer
was raised to the parish standard by additions from the poor
rate. The larger the laborer's family, the greater the amount
he received from the poor rate.
The results of this poorly administrated relief was
very marked. One of the most important objections was the es-
tablishment of the feeling that the receipt of public aid was
no disgrace. There was no inducement for the individual to make
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provision lor the future, and as a result there was a great de-
terioration in labor,
The law provided that the allowance should increase as
the number of children. This was an incentive for the pauper to
have as many children as possible. In the case of girls it tended
to increase the number of illegitimate births. A woman with two
or three illegitimate children could live very comfortably and
was considered a good object of marriage because of the weekly
payments.
The independent laborer was really in a poorer con-
dition than the pauper, he had to almost starve himself in order
to pay the poor rate, while the pauper was ictle and had all the
necessaries of life. Farmers were often compelled by the officers
to dismiss good men and hire paupers who were very inefficient.
By the Act of Settlement the laborer could not seek work in
any parish but his own for fear he would become a public charge,
ana if he attempted to do so he was sent back to his own parish
where he wasn't wanted.
A still more famous Poor Law was passed August 14, 1634.
i'his Act consisted of one hundred and nine sections, and con-
stituted the basis of the present relief system. It provided
for a "workhouse test" and stated that able-bodied persons
could obtain relief only in a well-regulated workhouse. By re-
strictions in the workhouse as to his dress, food, liberty, and
residence, the position of the pauper was made less pleasant
than that or the poorest independent laborer. The punishment
of parents of illegitimate children was abolished. The child was
to be cared for by the mother until it was sixteen years of age.
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The Settlement Act of Charles II was changed. The central boards
were given the power to make alterations in the law of apprentice-
ship in case They should think it necessary.
Fourth Period.
The Act of 1834 marked the end of the Old English Poor
Laws. An Act was passed in 1836 which contained a number of
technical provisions as to the form in which the poor rate was
to be prepared and published, and as to appeals against assessment.
By an Act passed three years later in 183y, authority was given
for the appointment of paid collectors of the poor rate.
In 184E and 1844 two Acts were passed in which provision
v.ras made for punishing paupers for misbehavior in the workhouse.
The guardians might require the person who had received food
and lodging, to work at least four hours after breakfast the day
after his admission to the workhouse. In case he refused to work
he mi£;ht be punished for being idle and disorderly.
There was still some trouble in regard1 to tne Law of
Settlement, so in 1846 an Act was passed wnich provided that a
person should be removed from the parish in which he had lived
for five years, before the proposed removal. The period was
not to include time passed in prison, hospital, insane asylum,
naval or military service, or during which he had received
poor relief.
In 1847 the "General Order" was passed. This Act was
nearly as important as the Act of 1834, and for the most part is
in force at the present time. The number oi rules, orders, and
regulations which were issued up to the year 184'/ was extremely
1. Ellwood, Public Relief and Private Charity in iingland
Missouri University Studies, Vol. 2.
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large. When the Central Department was established that year, the
commissioners decided to collect in a general consolidated order,
the most important general regulations which they had passed.
The matters dealt with were, ( 1) "Election of Guardians1; (2) meet-
ings of the guardians; (3) proceedings of the guardians; (4) con-
tracts of the guardians; (5) apprenticeship of the pauper children
(6) mode of obtaining medical relief by permanent paupers; (7) re-
lief of non-resident or non-settled poor; (8) orders for con-
tributions and payments; (9) custody of bonds; (10) government
of the workhouse; (11) the workhouse visiting committees; (IE)
repairs and alterations of the workhouses; (13) appointment oi
officers; (14) duties of ofiieers; and (lb) receipt and payment
of money by officers."
Several Acts were passed between 1847 and 1861, but
2
none of particular importance. The ict of 1861 was of great sig-
nificance in the development of the English poor laws. It was
the first Act by which a portion of the charges of relief was
transferred from the parish to the union. It also reduced the
time required for residence from five to three years, and made
residence in the union equivalent to residence in the parish.
During the winter oi 1860 and 1861, the demands for relief were
very gre^t because of the cotton famine. Tne union Relief Aid
Act was passed at this time, but was oi little importance and
was repealed within a year. In 1864 two important Acts were
passed. The first Act provided for pensions for officers, who
because of permanent incapacity of mina or bo ay, or oi oio. age
1. Ascl rott, The English jfoor Law bystera, p. 48,
2. Ibid.
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were no longer capable of efficiently discharging their duties.
The applicant must have served as a paid officer for twenty years
and had to be sixty years old. The second Act was known as the
i.ietropolitan Houseless Poor Act. It provided a place of shelter
for wanderers, tramps, or other destitute persons who merely
sought shelter for the night.
i'he most important Act^of this period was tne union
Charge ability Act of 186b. By this Act the union was made to
bear the burden of relief instead of the parish. This Act was
tne result of a gradual change which involved the Acts of 1834
and 1861. The greater evils of the Law of Settlement were
abolished by this Act. The Poor Law Board Act was passed in 18oV.
This Act established the Poor Law Board as a permanent department,
which before this time had been experimental. The Act also gave
more authority to the Central Department.
During the period from 18b'/ to 1883 tnere were about
twenty Acts passed, but only the most important of these can be
considered. The Metropolitan Poor Amendment Act of 1870 is
worthy of consideration. This Act fixed the cost of maintenance
of a pauper in a workhouse and introduced a further equalization
of charges for relief. The Rating Act of 1874 repealed the
existing exemption from the poor rate of woods, sporting rights
and certain classes of mines. Special provision was made for
taxation oi their three classes of property.
2
In 1883 the Poor Law Conference Act was passed. This
Act allowed unions to pay out of the common xund the reasonable
expenses incurred by any guardian or clerk in attending poor law
1. Ellwood, Public Relief and Private Charity in England.
Missouri University Studies, Vol. £.
2. Aschrott, English Poor Law System, p. 86.
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conferences, and authorized the purchase of reports of the pro-
ceedings of such conferences. The treatment of the casual poor,
the education of pauper children, poor law medical relief, the
administration of outdoor relief, and the formation of larger dis-
tricts were the subjects principally discussed at the conferences.
The winters of 18b5 and 1886-7 were very severe, and at.
that time there was co-^siderable depression in many branches of
industry, which caused less employment and a reduction in wages.
By law the relief of able-bodied out side the workhouse was
either entirely prohibited, or was only permitted with various
restrictions under a labor test. As a result the workhouses
were over-crowded, and the tests offered for outdoor relief 7^ere
inadequate. The Lord Mayor of London started a subscription
and with the aid of the kansion House Helief Committee supplied
adequate relief. In March of the roil owing year a belect
Committee of the House of Lords was appointed wnich sat for four
months. A great number of witnesses were examined and the report
of the committee was nearly as valuable as the report of 1834.
The recommendations of the committee required a great expenditure
and would have failed, if the Local Government Act had not been
passed shortly "before providing for the division of the large
counties, which had 'become too large lor practical administration.
In 1894 the Local Grovernnent Board Act was passed^"
which was designed to continue the administration reform initiated
by the Act of 1888. By this Act the reform was extended to the
parishes as the units of administration. The term of office ior
guardians was fixed at three years and women were made eligible
1. iSllwood, Public Belief and Private Oharity in England,
Missouri University Studies, Vol* 2.
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to the office. The Poor Law Officers Superannuation Act of 1896,
gave all paid poor law officials the right to a pension in case
of incapacity through sickness or old age. After ten years'
service they were to receive ten-sixtieths of their salary, which
rose one- sixtieth for each year of service up to forty.
In 1905 the Unemployed Workman Act was passed. The
Act provided ior a distress Committee who were to nave super-
vision over the unemployed. The Old Age tension -uct was passed
August 1, 1908. It provided that men over seventy years of age
whose income did not exceed ±> 21 yearly, should receive a weekly
pension of 5s. In case the man had a wife to support an extra
5s. should be given to her weekly.
The National Insurance Act whicn was passed in 1911,
and went into efiect July 15, 191£, is worthy oi careful con-
sideration. It was called, "An Act to provide for insurance
against loss oi health, and for the prevention and cure of sick-
ness, .jid for insurance against unemployment, and for purposes
incidental thereto." 1 According to Mr. Bailor, this was the most
complicated hill of the last hundred years, and it touched more
classes of people in more obscure and intricate ways than any
other measure whicn had ever been tried. The Act is so corn-ilex
and involves so many details that only the general principles
can be stated ana discussed. Mr. Sydney Brooks in speaking of the
act said, "The national Insurance Act is by far the most thorough-
going measure oi social reiorm that has ever readied the Britisn
statute booic. One might go iartner. It is probably the most
daring and complicated scheme of national bitterment ever pro-
1. Parliamentary JJeb^tes - 1911, Vol. 25, p. oO^.

posed end carried in a single Parliament. I doubt whether there
are a dozen men in Great .Britain wno could pass a score of 75
out of a possible 100 marks in an examination paper on the pro-
visions of the Act."l
For the sake of convenience the Act was divided into
two parts, the first dealing with sickness ana invalidity and
the second with unemployment. A discussion of each part will
be made in order.
Part 1
Logically the first point to oonsider under sickness
and invalidity insurance is the question, - what classes are to
- 2be included. Generally speaking they include all persons
between the ages or sixteen and sixty-five, male or female.
British subjects or aliens, married or single, wno are engaged in
manual labor uncier any contract oi service or apprenticeship,
written or oral, whether implied or expressed without regard to
their income. Also the Act includes all persons engaged in work
other than manual labor whose incomes ao not exceed £ 160 a year.
This includes out workers, cab and taxi cab drivers and. Mr. Lloyde
George even wished to include golf-caddies.
There are twelve diiierent classes th^t are exempted
from insurance. The most important are: (1) persons employed
under the crown or any local or other public authority where the
Insurance Coramissionersj: certify that the terms ox tne employment
are such as to secure provision in respect to sickness and ais-
1. independent, Vol. I'd, p. 32.
2. National Health Insurance, Part I. £5ec. 1.
3. Ibid, Sec. 2.
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ablement on the whole not less favorably than tne corresponding
"benefits conferred by the National Insurance Act; (2) persons
who are partly dependent on some other occupation; (3) any em-
ployed person who is a child of or is maintained by the employer;
(4) members of a crew of a fishing vessel where members of the
crew are remunerated by shares in the profits; and (5) employed
persons where the employer is the husband or wife of the em-
ployed person.
Mr. Lloyd George estimated that there were 13,089,000
men, women and young persons that would be brought into the class
of employed contributors in 1912. The number of voluntary con-
tributors he estimated at 829,000, making a total of nearly
14,000,000, which was nearly one third of the total population
of the United Kingdom in 1911. A man to be a voluntary con-
tributor must be engaged in a regular occupation, on the earnings
from which he is mainly dependent and nis total income must not
exceed h 160 per annum. It is incomes under £> 160 that -.re
exempt from the income tax.
Both voluntary and employed contributors must enter
the insurance scheme in one of two w:.ys, either oy becoming
members of an1 approved friendly society or else by becoming de-
posit contributors. The friendly societies have the right o± ex-
clusion for any cause except age. All persons who are not members
of such a society must become deposit contributors. The govern-
ment handles this class through the post-office. These contrib-
utors cannot draw out more than they have paid in plus the
contribution of the employer and state in their benalf.
!• National health Insurance, Part I, Sections 23-29.
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As a general rule the rate for employed c ontri "but ions is
sevenpence a week ior men and sixpence a week ior women. In
each case tne employer pays threepence a week of the sum above
mentioned. In cases wnere the wages are below 2s. bd. a day tne
rates are lower. The government also in each case pays to the
insurance fund one third of the amount paid by ;the employer and
employee. In this way a man gets yd. worth of insurance for 4d.
and a woman gets 8d. worth of insurance ior 3d.
Persons who get into arrears when unemployed are allowed to
work off arrears gradually when they secure work. There is no
reduction of benefits unless tney miss more than four contributions
a year. Arrears do not accrue: (1) when a person is not able
to work; (2) during twelve months after the commencement of the
operation of the Act in case of all employed contributors; and
(3) in cases of widows who were insured before marriage during the
time they were married. When they become wage earners again
they are placed upon tne insured list.
There are special provisions in the Act for aliens. Under
some conditions they are treated as British subjects, in
Section 4o Part I of the Act the provisions are stated with re-
gard to persons in the navai and military service of the Grown.
They pay reduced contributions during service but they can only
receive maternity benents. Special arrangements are niacte for
men who leave tne service in such a physical condition that they
will not be received in an approved society.
The individuals'^ insured under tne sickness and invalidity
1. national health Insurance, Part 1, Section 45.
2. Ibid, Section 8.
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scheme are entitled to four distinct benefits; medical, sickness,
disablement and maternity. In special cases two other kinds of
benefits may be given; sanatorium, aid additional. Under medical
benefit the insured person has a right to medical treatment and
attendance, including the provision of proper and sufficient
medicines and such medical and surgical appliances as may be pre-
scribed by regulations made by the Insurance (commissioners. The
insured also has the right to choose any doctor on the panel, but
the doctor has the right to refuse to treat the case*
The sickness and disablement benefits can best be shown
in a table,"
1
" These benefits are payable from the fourth day of
sickness.
:Dis- :
: :able- :
:ment :
:1st 13 .2d 13: Pen- : :1st 13 , 2d 13 :
:weeks weeks: si ons : : weeks : weeks :
AGE MEN
Over 21 and not
over 50
Over 5C if. paid
500 contrib-
utions
s.
10
10
d. : s, d.:s. d.
Over 50 and not
over 60 if
not paid 500:
contributions 7
Over 60 : 6
10
10
7
5
5
5
5
6
Dis-
able-
ment
Pen-
si ons
WOMEN
s. d; s. d; s.
6
6
6
5
5
5
d.
After a period of twenty six weeks if sickness continues
1. Chiozaa Money, Insurance versus Poverty, p. 103.
2. Age on entering insurance.

a payment of 5 s. is made to the insured person weekly as long as
the sickness may last. Two years of contribution is necessary
before the insured person can claim disablement pension. At the
age of 70 the provisions of the Old Age Pensions' Act take pre-
cedence over the disablement pension which ceases.
In the case of maternity benefit a sum of 30 s. is paid to
thw wives of insured men although the women themselves are not
insured. The 30 s. is given also in case the child is a post
humous child of the widow of an insured person. In case the woman
is a contributor she will receive sickness benefit as well as
maternity benefit. This sickness benefit extends from two weeks
before confinement until four weeks after. Mr. Lloyde George point-
ed out in a speech in the House of Commons that the maternity
benefit was one of the greatest social reforms in the bill. It
would enable women who were regular wage earners to have some time
to recover their strength before going to work again and would
alto permit better care of the children. The 30 s. that is paid
is supposed to defray the expenses of the doctor, nurse or midwife.
During the debates in the House of Commons a gread deal of
importance was given to the sanatorium benefit. It is a benefit
for persons suffering from tuberculosis and certain other
diseases which the local government board with the approval of
the treasury may designate. Only insured persons can obtain
recommendations which are given by the local insurance committees.
The individuals so recommended will receive benefits for life if
necessary. The benefits may be in the form of home treatments
or they may be institutional. Any institution except poor-law
institutions may be used for administration of sanatorium benefits
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provided it has "been approved by the local government "board.
The administration of the sickness and invalidity insur-
ance is extremely complex. The Act causes much new work to
fall upon the treasury, board of trade and the post-office. It
also creates several new organizations. The most import ant are
the boards of insurance commissioners for England, Wales, Scotland,
and Ireland. These boards are appointed by the treasury and hrve
considerable influence and power of control. Each board hus the
pprivilege^ of appointing an advisory committee to assist the board
in making regulations. These advisory committees are supposed
to represent associations of friendly societies, trade unions,
medical men and employers. There is a provision in the Act that
states that two of the members of this committee must be women.
The insurance3committees are constituted in every county
and county borough. It is the duty of this committee to admin-
ister benefits in case of need, for all contributors who make
4their weekly payments through the post-office. In certain cases
district insurance committees may be appointed by the Insurance
Commissioners. These district committees are to serve in urban
communities in which the population is less than in the community
for which insurance committees are created.
The local medical committees represent the medical
practitioners in the areas for which they are created. These com-
mittees are supposed to advise the insurance committees or district
committees as the case may be, and also to exercise such powers as
1. National Health Insurance, Part I. Sec. 57.
2. Ibid, Sec. 58.
3. Ibid, Sec. 59.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid, Sec. 62.
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given to it by the Insurance Commissioners*
The last of the administrative organizations to "be con-
sidered are the approved societies.-1- An approved society is any
society registered or established under any act of Parliament, or
by Royel Charter, or if not so registered, having a constitution
of such character as may be prescribed for transacting insurance
under the Act. Ho society can receive the approval of the Insur-
ance Commissioners if it is carried on for profit, or if honorary
members are allowed to vote on questions arising under the Insur-
ance Act. A society to become approved must: (1) give security
against any malversation or misappropriation by its officers;
(2) agree to having its assets and liabilities valued at such
times as the Insurance Commissioners may direct; and (3) keep
its accounts under the Insurance Act separate from the accounts of
any other business it may have in charge. It is the duty of these
approved societies to administer sickness, disablement and
maternity benefits for members of their respected societies.
Part II
The scheme of unemployment insurance is under the control
of the board of trade at Whitehall. The board of trade makes
all regulations and can with the sanction of the treasury add other
2industries to the unemployment insurance scheme. Vi/hen the bill
went into effect there were seven industries included in the un-
employment insurance (1) building, (2) construction work, (5)
ship building, (4) mechanical engineering, (5) iron founding,
(6) construction of vehicles, and (7) sawmilling.
1. National Health Insurance, Part I, Sec. 23-29.
2. Sydney Brooks British Insurance Act Independent Vol. 73:
135.
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The workmen in these seven trades must pay compulsory
contributions in addition to those made to the sickness and
invalidity fund. These contributions can best be shown in
table form.
COMPULSORY CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (Pence)
Age and Period of
Employment
Employer Workman St ate I'otal
Per
Week
Per
Week
Per
Week
Per
Week
For Workmen 16 to 18 Id. Id. 2/5d. 2 2/3d.
For Workmen Over 18:
When employment is
a week, or for more
than two days
for
2 1/2 2 l/2 1 2/5 6 2/3
Per
Lay
Per
Lay
Per
Lay
Per
Lay
When employment is less
than two days 1 1 2/3 2 2/3
The payments for unemployment insurance are made in
stamps using the same methods as described in Part I. Workers
under 16, foremen, clerks and apprentices are not included in
the unemployment insurance scheme. In spite of these exclusions
Mr. Lloyde George estimated that in the first year 2,511,500 men
of the seven ind^^stries would come under the Act.
2The unemployment benefit is normally paid at the rate of
7s. a week. In all ordinary circumstances benefit is limited
to 15 weeks in any year ; and no workman can receive more benefit
than in the proportion of one week's benefit for every five
1. Chiozza Money "Insurance versus Poverty, p. 329.
2. T. J. Macnamara "Great Insurance Aotw Contemp. - R.
Yol. 102: 162.
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contributions paid "by him. When out of work without regard to
cause he is not required to pay contributions. Neither will a
contribution be required of him on account of any period during
which though in work he receives no pay. When out 01 work, ne
may reiuse an offer of a job in certain circumstances and still
not forfeit his right to benefit. Specifically he may refuse
to work in a situation vacant through stoppage of work due to
a trade dispute; he may reiuse work at a lower rate, or on con-
ditions less favorable than ifchose generally observed by agreement
between associations of employers and workmen, or in absence of
such agreement, then those generally recognized in the district
by good employers; and he may refuse work in another district
at a lower rate, or on conditions less favorable than those
which he habitually obtains in his usual employment.
But on the other hand under certain conditions, though he
is out of employment he will not be eligible for benefit. In
case the stoppage was due to a trade dispute at his place of
employment he can get no benefit until the stoppage of work is
at an end, unless he has obtained work in an insured trade in
the meantime, and is again unemployed. He can get no benefit for
six v/eeks from the date of leaving if he has lost his job through
misconduct, or, has voluntarily left without just cause.
He can get no benefit if he is an inmate of a prison
or workhouse or other institution supported sholly or partly
out of public funds. Neither will benefit be given if he is
residing temporarily or permarwurfely outside the united Kingdom,
No benefit will be given if he is in receipt of any sickness or
disablement benefit or disablement allowance under Part I of the
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Act
.
There is a provision under this part of the Act, "by which
when a man reaches the age of 50 and has paid 500 weekly contribu-
tions, he may he repaid the amount "by which his total contributions
have exceeded the total amount of benefit paid to him out of
the Unemployment Fund. And he v/ill receive that excess of his
contributions over benefit paid out together with compound interest
at the rate of 2t percent per annum.
There is mother commendable provision under which em-
ployers are offered a refund of one third of the value of their
contributions in any year in respect to eacn workman continuously
in their service during the year. This provision has a tendency
to aid the workman to secure steady enployment. It would also
be well to cOiSider the provision which provides for industrial
depression s. At such times under the Act the employer can keep
his men at work on short time, without any contribution to the
Insurance Fund, either by the employer or employed. It is claimed
that this provision will be a great aid to the laboring classes
during industrial depressions.
The Act went into effect on July 15, 1912. As yet suffic-
ient time has not elapsed to enable one to makemany comments on
its results. There has been, however, one attempt to discover
how it is working. A survey-1- was made of a small area in South
London, which covered 460 houses in which there were 1,014 in-
sured persons (men 573; women 441). Their occupations ranged from
daily servant to dressmaker, from casual laborer to clerk. Forty-
1. Webb & Gardner "Insurance Act at Work" Contemp. Vol. 106:
4E.
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nine houses contained no one insured. Tliese were occupied chiefly
by flower-sellers, hawkers, rag and other "dealers", men and
v/oinen in trades not working for any employer, and a few masters
and clerks not employing domestic servants.
The investigation pointed out that in some respects the
Act was not working in a satisfactory manner. The administration
showed numerous delays in transfers and irregularities in deliver-
ing and filling in of cards and insurance books. This is caused
partly by the fact that the agents are given more work than
they can attend to properly.
The most of the difficulties were found in the case of
sickness benefits. Thirty (17s- percent) of the 172 who applied
for benefit had difficulties of a more or less serious kind. This
does not include the cases where the benefit was three or four
days late. Perhaps the greatest difficulty was that of delay
of benefits. There were many cases of delay of ten to fifteen
days and some for five and six weeks. There were also some
cases where the agents had taken advantage of the insured persons
because of their ignorance. In respect to malingering and tuber-
culosis there were too few cases to be of any value for conclus-
ions.
As far ss medical benefit is concerned, it appears that
most of the sickness in the area, where it is merely a matter
of advice .and medicine, is being attended and that promptly. In
some cases of extreme poverty the best results were not obtained
but that is not the fault of the medical benefit. There has been
practically no difficulty over the maternity benefit, probably
because the facts are indisputable. Thirty claims were made and
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all "but two were paid promptly.
There were sane cases found where the insured person
was actually worse off under the Act than he was before. Some em
ployers paid short wages during illness hut since the passage
of the Act they have stopped this practice. The domestic servants
are required to pay a weekly contribution but are afraid to
elaim compensation advantages for fear of losing their places.
At the close of this investigation several recommendations
were made two of which are v/orthy of mention: (l) an installment
of benefit should be paid, in every case, at the end of the first
week of sickness, and no excuse for delay should be accepted.
Extra nourishment should be obtainable in urgent cases on a
doctor's order; (2) there should be in each district an inquiry
office to wh;.ch those in any sort of difficulty could apply, and
where help would be promptly given. For two years or longer if
it should prove necessary, these should be staffed with invest-
igation officers, v/ho would act in behalf of the insured person,
would complete inquiries and would attend at the Head Offices
of Approved Societies and the Insurance Committee to insure
attention in cases of delay.
So much for the history of the poor laws, now let us
consider the present system of public relief. The discussion of
Poor Law Administration can well be divided into two parts:
the Central Authority, and the Local Authorities. It has been
pointed out that the existing central authority in Poor Law
administration is the Local Government Board. The Local Govern-
ment Board"1" consists of a president appointed by the King and
as ex-officio members the Lord President of the Council, the
1. Lowell-Gaut of England.
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principal Secret aries of State, the Lord Privy Seal and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. The functions of the ex-officio
members are purely formal. The Board never meets so as a result
the president, with his secretaries, has the sole responsibility
for the whole of the current administration. The President of
the Board has the rank of a minister and is generally admitted
to the Cabinet. He has two secretaries, a Parliamentary Secre-
tary and a Permanent Secretary. The offices of President
of the Board and Parliamentary Secretary are "both political and
subject to change with a change of ministry. The Permanent
Secretary holds his position without regard to political in-
fluences.
The central hoard exercises powers of the most extensive
character over local administration. There are four chief ways
in which these powers are used; through the auditing of accounts,
through inspection and supervision, through issuing of orders,
and through power of dismissal.
Perhaps the most efficient means of control over local
authorities is through the power to audit accounts. Almost all
poor law officers^have to keep detailed hooks, registers, or
acconnts, in accordance with the prescribed forms, and it is the
duty of the auditor, to whom all these books and accounts are
submitted twice annually, to satisfy himself that they are duly
kept, that they agree with each other, that they are aritimet ical!^
correct, and that they are supported by the necessary vouchers.
The auditor has to decide with regard to each item, whether
it is warranted by law and is reasonable in amount. He dis-
1. Aschrott, English Poor Law, System, p. 210; 172.
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allows all excessive payments and surcharges the person by
whom the improper expenditure has been made or authorized. The
order of a superior does not relieve the person who makes an
unlawful payment from responsibility. The Local Government Board
has discretionary power to remit the disallowance. In this way
the central board has perfect control over the expenditures
of the local authorities. There are fifty district auditors and
seven assist ant- auditors who since 1879 have been paid wholly by
the state and are considered civil servants.
Another important function of the central board ie the
power to inspect and supervise local administration. There are
fourteen inspectoral districts, an inspector for each district,
while London has three assistant inspectors one of whom must
be a woman. The inspectors, according to English ideals of public
servants, must be men of ability and broad education. Bo
special requirements are stated except they must be men of in-
fluence ana interested in poor relief. The salary ranges from
£900 to £ 1000 per annum with all expenses and is high enough to
attract men of high ability. It is the duty of the inspectors to
see that the administration within their district is carried
out in accordance with the existing acts and regulations. Because
of this duty they must attend a meeting of each board of guardians
within their district once or twice a year. At these meetings
the inspector has the right to take part in the discussion but
does not have the right to vote. Aside from t-ls duty the in-
spectors must visit the workhouses, hear complaints, and in fact,
handle all the business that goes on between the board of guard-
ians and the Central Board. The advice of the inspector is
,., ., ,,, .
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generally accepted "by the "board of guardians because he can
bestow praise or blame as to the administration of particular
districts in the Annual Report which is often locally circulated,
besides being laid before Parliament.
Another very important function of the Central Board is
the power to issue orders and regulations to secure the carry-
ing out of the intentions of legislation. Parliament, instead
of laying down stringent and precise requirements by statute,
has, in many instances, preferred to entrust the Central Board
with the pov/er of issuing, at its discretion, such special regu-
lations as may be suitable to the circumstances of the time and
place. It was thought that in this way the different local
conditions which make a uniform admini stration of the poor law
difficult, if not impossible, might be satisfactorily dealt with.
These orders are called Poor La?/ orders and have of late years
come to be of great importance necause they cover the whole
field of admin stration down even to the most minute details. The
method of manner of giving the relief is rigidly prescribed and
the duty of the local authorities is to decide whether or not
the relief shall be given and of what kind. The sanction
of the Central Board by a special order is necessary before any
important step can be taken by the local authorities, such as
the formation of a new union, or the building of a workhouse.
Besides the mandatory orders issued by the Board, it exerts great
influence by sending out letters of instruction and circulars
which explain the orders and suggest ways of carrying them into
effect. The last to be considered of the means of control that
the Central Board has over the local authorities is the power of
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dismissal. The local authorities cannot appoint or remove any
officer without the consent of the Board while the Board has the
power to discharge all officials, employed "by them.
This system tends to make the administrative officers in
the relief system, such as clerks, masters of workhouses and
relieving officers, independent of local political influences.
It also insures the dismissal of incompetent officials and tends
to make the whole system of poor relief more efficient.
i
..t present for the purposes of local administration the
country is divided into 649 Poor Law unions, With an increase
in population new unions may be created. There is a board of
guardians for each of these unions. Since 1834 the board of
guardians has been the most important local authority for the
administration of relief, and has exercised the functions pre-
viously discharged by the overseers. The guardians are elected by
the respective parishes comprised in the union and are unpaid
honor officers. The county council has the power to fix or
alter the number of guardians to be elected by each parish, and
also to add small parishes to each other, and to divide large
parishes into wards for the purpose of election. The elected
guardians are entitled to choose, in addition, their chairman
and vice-chairman, and two other members outside their own body,
provided such persons are qualified to be gunrdiuns of the union.
To be qualified for election as guardian, a person must either be
a parochial elector of some parish within the union, or have re-
sided in the union during the whole of the twelve months preced-
ing, the election, or in a burough be qualified for election as
1. Poor Law Annual 1914-1915.
2. i schrott - Snglish Poor Law System.
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a councillor ior that burough. Women may De guardians if they
conform to the above rules fixed by the Local Government Board.
The term of office of a guardian is three years, and one-
third, as nearly as may be, of every board of guardians is to go
out of office each year. However, the county council has the
power to force all the guardians to retire the same year, or where
one-third of the guardiojis retire annually it may decide in which
year or years of each triennial period the guardians for each
parish, ward, or other area in the union, shall retire.
There are three classes of duties that are placed upon
the guardians. First they must decide upon all applications
for relief and take the necessary measures to carry out such de-
cisions. Second, they must exercise a constant supervision
with regard to relief, and the establishments in which rj&upers .
are maintained. Third, they must provide, as far as necessary,
for the appointment of paid officers.
Perhaps the most important duty of the guardians is that
of deciding upon individual applications for relief. In the
first place they have to determine whether the applicant is
destitute, and, if so, what kind of relief should be granted. The
report of the relieving officer affords the materials for judgment
in both respects. The relieving officer must inform himself as
to the position and circumstances of the applicant and must give
this information to the guardians both by filling up a prescribed
form of queries and by personal attendance at the meetings of
the guardians. The applicant is also expected to attend the meet-
ing, in order that the guardians, by verbal inquiry, may satisfy
themselves as to the correctness of the report of the relieving
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officer
•
Because of the strict enactments of the English poor law
under which relief may he granted only to persons who are entirely
destitute there is little difficulty in determining who is to be
relieved, ihe important question is that of the kind of relief,
because the guardians are free to choose in this respect. In
certain specified cases, particularly as regards the able-bodied,
the form of re ief is determined by fixed rules. The guardians
have to determine whether relief should be granted by admission
to the workhouse in cases where this is not expressly prescribed.
They have to decide as regards relief outside the workhouse,
whether it shall be in money or in kind. They also frequently
have to determine whether the person relieved is to be sent to
this or that institution, which in some cases is a very difficult
question to settle.
After relief has been granted, the guardians have the
further function of supervising its administration. The super-
vision of ino.oor relief is carried on by visiting committees,
who are appointed for workhouses, schools and other public in-
stitutions. The work of these committees is brought to the
attention of the guardi fans by means of reports and discussions.
In the case of outdoor relief a constant supervision is exercised
because the relief is granted only temporarily. Such cases come
before the board every three months and the relieving officer has
to make a new report as to the applicants 1 destitution and cir-
cumstances •
The third and last class of functions of the guardi ns
is the appointment of the necessary paid officers. It has been

pointed out that the Central Board has the right to reject the
nominees of the guardians hut this right is seldom exercised.
Of the paid officers the two most important are the clerk
and the relieving officer. Each union employes a cierk and in
many of the larger districts there is also an assistant clerk. It
is the duty of the clerk to make minutes of the proceedings at the
meetings of the hoard of guardians and to keep a number of pre-
scribed books and accounts, the most important being the General
Ledger, in which all receipts and disbursements must be entered
under the proper headings; the Relief Order Book, in which are
recorded the names of all applicants for relief, with tne decision
of the guardians on each case; and the Order Check Book, which
contains all orders given by the guardians for provisions, stores,
repairs, and the form of invoice relating to them. The clerk acts
as secretary of the board of guardians, and conducts the entire
correspondence, so his attendance at their meetings is absolutely
necessary. Another duty of the clerk is to check the books that
are kept by the other paid officers, especially by the relieving
officer and the master of the workhouse, before each meeting
of the board of guardians. This gives him some supervision over
the accounts and bookkeeping of such officers. The other important;
duties of the clerk are, acting as legal advisor to the board;
conducting the election of the guardians; and acting as clerk
to the Assessment Committee.
The other important paid official is the relieving officer.
He stands in direct and permanent relation with the poor, and
it is important that he s] ould be able to understand their cir-
cumstances, and also that he should occupy a position of authority
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with regard to them. On an average there are two or three re-
lieving officers in each union.
All applications for relief in the district are made to the
relieving officer and it is his duty to examine into tne circum-
stances of every case "by visiting the house of the applicant,
and to find out his state of health, his ability to work, and
his means. The relieving officer must afford ample relief in cases
of sudden or urgent necessity . in this case no money can be given
but the relief may be in the f orm of an order of admission to the
workhouse or relief in kind. It is his duty to procure medical
assistance in any case of sickness or accident. The relieving
officer must attend the regular meetings of the board of guardians
|
in order to report the applications of relief and the relief I
granted. He is in a position to advise the guardians as to the
form and amount of relief which may appear suitable in each case.
He is also asked if in his opinion the applicant is able-bodied,
and if not, if he knows of any relative who could be required to
contribute toward his maintenance.
After the board of guardians have decided on the relief
to be granted, the relieving officer has to put their decision
into practice. In case outdoor relief is granted, it must be
entered upon the outdoor relief list. He must visit all persons
upon this list at regular intervals, and he must determine whether
their circumstances have changed, and, if necessary, report the
case to the guardians. In the Receipt and .forpenditure Book he
must keep an account of all money received and disbursed by him.
He is required to pay all money allowances at the proper periods
and in the prescribed manner. It is evident that the greatest
^
_

share of responsibility in poor law administration rests upon
the relieving officer.
The procedure of granting relief just described represents
the spirit of the lav/. However, it is not always possible to carry
out this procedure fully} Great haste in the disposition of cases
is caused by the immense amount of business that comes before
some boards of guardians- Also the duties of the relieving
officer are often so heavy that he cannot give proper attention
to the investigation of esses. He often has from four to five
hundred cases to look after when he should have less than two
hundred. Because of this, investigation is often neglected or
degenerates into a mere form. This is the great wedmesg of the
English system of poor relief that the value of personal investi-
gation and constructive planning in which the cooperation of the
beneficiary must be elicited or compelled not rec ognized and. that
undue importance is given to t he machinery and routine of ad-
ministration .
Some consideration should be given to the connection of re-
lief with domicile. The privilege of receiving relief is given
to every entirely destitute person. It is a punishable offense
for the local poor officials to refuse to relieve such a person,
and this law is sufficient to prevent any neglect of duty on
the part these officials. A private individual may be punished
in case he knows of a child, a sick or other helplesc person who
is in need of relief and neglects to procure it for them. Persons
who have money or property, and who make false statements in
applying for public relief, may be punished as idle and disorderly
1. Ghas. A. V/llwood, Public Relief and Private Charity in
England, Missouri Univ. Studies, Vol, 2.
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persons.
The Poor Law union in which the poor person is found is
responsible for relieving that person. An applicant may he re-
moved to his home in case he has no settlement in any perish of
the union, provided there are no special legal regulations
prohibit ing the removal. There are nine cases in which removal
i
can he prohibited. The following are the most important : if
the person in question is legally settled in any parish of the
union; if the person is a child under sixteen, living with a
parent; if the person is a widow during the first twelve months
of her widowhood; if the person is a foreigner without settlement
in England; or if the destitution is only due to sickness or
accident, unless in the opinion of the justices permanent dis-
ability will be the result of the sickness or accident. Removal
may take place without formality in case the person has no settle-
ment and is removable, if there is no dispute; but if there is a
dispute a removal order from two justices of the peace must be
secured by the guardians. A person so removed from a union by a
formal order of the justices renders himself liable to arrest as
an idle or disorderly person in case he returns to the union.
The claim to settlement in a parish may be based on any
one of seven grounds, - (1) Every person has a settlement in the
place where he is bom, (2) A child under sixteen takes the settle-
ment of its father or widowed mother in case the parent has a
settlement in some place other than that in which the child was
born. (3) The wife acquired the settlement of her husband by
marriage, and continues to hold it after his death. Besides these
three derivative settlements, acquired by virtue of relationship
1. /^sehyptt Eng. Poor Law System, PP* 146-15 0. |
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to another person, there are original settlements acquired by
the person himself. (4) i settlement is obtained by indenture if
the apprentice resides for forty days in a particular place, (5)
It is also given if a person occupies for one year a dwelling
house, whose annual rent is not less than L 10, and has paid
poor-rate. The last ground for acquiring settlement was established
in 1876 • (6) It is given if a person has resided in a parish for
three years "in such manner and unaer such circumstances as would
render him unremovable."
Public opinion has for some time f vored the entire repeal
of the right of removal end the laws of settlement. It is a
significant fact that now in many places scarcely any use is
made of the right of removal which exists. This is especially
the case in the larger cities, in which the number of persons
who might be removed in case oi destitution, according to the
Law of Settlement, is very large. It will be only a matter of
time until poor relief will be regarded as the duty of the state
independent of the connection of the applicant with a particular
place.
Some consideration must be given to the raising of the
funds for poor relief. These funds are obtained in three ways,
poor rates, loans and State contributions. A large proportion
of the relief funds is obtained by the poor rate. This is a local
tax which is placed upon each union for the support of its own
poor. Personal property is exenrot from taxation or the poor
rate while real property bears the entire tax:. Some real property
as churches and otner buildings devoted to divine service and
Crown and Government property, is exempt from assessment. The
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assessment is carried out by the overseers, under the direction
of the Union Assessment Committee. The overseers who are unpaid
honorary officers are assisted in the main part of ui-eir duties
"by the paid assistant-overseers and collectors of the poor rate. 1
In 1912 the total amount raised "by the poor rate was £ 15,726,872.
This was the largest amount that had ever been raised from the
poor rates up to that time. There nas "been a gradual increase
in the poor rate for the past fifty years. The rate per head on
estimated population, of expenditure for relief of the poor
has increased slightly during the past thirty years. For the
last ten years this rate has remained nearly constant being, a
little over eight shillings.
The object of loans is to increase the efficiency of
indoor relief so in this discussion they deserve little consider-
ation. At first (1819) loans were allowed only for improvement
and erection of workhouses. At the present time loans m..y be
raised "for any permanent work or object or any other thing,
the costs of which ought, in the opinion of the Local Government
Board, to be spread over a term of years. "2 The security for
loans as well as the amount and payment is regulated by law.
The carrying out of the enactments on the subject is assured
by the strict control exercised by the Central Department. The
loans for poor law purposes have greatly increased during the
last forty years.
She other source of relief funds is the state contributions.
The state pays out of the Consolidated Fund, for the keeping of
each pauper lunatic, a contribution of four shillings weekly to
1. Poor Law Annual, 1914-1915, p. 712.
2. Poor Law Act, 1889, 52-55 Victoria C. 56-82.
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the district responsible for his maintenance. The State also
contributes toward some other forms of relief, as, salaries of
poor law medical officers, and teachers in poor law schools,
the salaries and superannuation allowances of all other officers
of the unions, and the cost of drugs and medical appliances.
During the past thirty years the size of the State contributions
have been gradually increased.
Poor relief may be divided into two main classes, indoor
and outdoor relief. In England indoor relief means practically
all relief given inside of institutions, as workhouses, in-
firmaries, asylums, hospitals, schools, and even training ships
are included in this class. Outdoor relief is relief granted to
the poor in their own homes; but in England it also includes
the relief of the indigent insane in private asylums and county
or boroi gh asylums, however this is an exceptional use of the
term, and as a general rule the terms indoor and outdoor relief
are used to designate, respectively, relief inside or outside
Of the workhouse.
It has been pointed out that to decide upon the kind of
relief is one of the most important duties of the board of
guardians. They must make this decision in accordance with the
existing ordinances of the Central Board of which the most im-
portant are the, Outdoor Relief Prohibitory Order of 1844, and
the Outdoor Regulation Order of 185E. The Outdoor Relief Pro-
hibitory Order, which is in force in most districts of England, 3
forbids the grant of outdoor relief to the able-bodied of either
sex, except in the following cases: (1) on account of sudden and
1. Outdoor Relief.
2. Chas. A.Ellwood, Pub. Relief and i^riv. Ohar. in ^ng.
3. Aschrott, Eng. Poor Law System, p. 16b.
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urgent necessity; (2) on account of sickness, accident, or
bodily or mental intirraity affecting the applicant, or any of Ms!
or her family; (3) for burial expenses; (4) in case of a widow
in the first six months of her widowhood; (5) in case of a widow
with legitimate children only, who is unable to earn her own
livelihood; (6) if the head of the family is in prison; (7) in
case of the wife or children of a soldier, sailor, or marine
in His Majesty's Service; (8) in cases of desertion of husband
when there are children resident with the mother under seven
years. In the cases (6) to (8), relief is given in the same
manner and subject to the same conditions as to a woman in widow-
hood,
The Outdoor Relief Regulation Order, which is in iorce
in London, Liverpool, Manchester, and other large cities especial-
ly in the manufacturing districts, is less prohibitive of
relief of able-bodied outside the workhouse. Because of the
1 :.tge number of the unemployed and the small capacity of the
workhouses, this order is permanently in force. The grant of
outdoor relief to able-bodied women is here unrestricted; but
the grant to able-bodied men is subject uo the following limit-
ations: (1) if relief is given outside the workhouse, at least
half must be given in articles of food or fuel, or in other
articles of absolute necessity; (2) no relief is to be given in
aid of wages; (3) relief is only to be granted on corio.it ion of
the performance of a task prescribed by the guardians. The
guardians must report to the Central Board within thirty days
the sort of work prescribed, the time and. pi ce of its perform-
ance, md the provision made for superintending it. To oversee
this work a superintendent of outdoor labour may be appointed.
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.Sxceptions to (2) and (3) are allowed in a number of cases
corresponding with those under the Outdoor Relief Prohibitory
Order. Besides these spec Lai provisions as to able-bodied
paupers, there are a number of general regulations as to the re-
lief to be granted. The guardians are absolutely prohibited
from using the poor iunds to establish any applicant in business
or trade; for the payment ox rent; or xor defraying traveling
expenses, itfon- resident relief, that is relief to persons living
outside the union to which they are chargeable, is allowed only
in the following cases: (1) if the persons in casually within
the union, and destitute; (£) in case of sickness, accident,
bodily or mental infirmity affecting the applicant or one of
his or her family; (3) in case of a widow with legitimate
children only, who, at the time of her husband's death, was
resident with him in some place other than the parish of her
legal settlement; (4) in case of a child under sixteen maintained
in a workhouse or school outside the union or parish; (4) in
the case of the deserted wife or child of some person residing
elsewhere
.
Outdoor relief to those who are not able-bodied, as
children, the aged, and the infirm is neither prohibited nor
regulated by these orders. They emphasize the point that
indoor relief is always to be preferred for the able-bodied;
and in no way do they prohibit the guardians of any union from
abolishing outdoor relief entirely if they so desire. In case
the regulations regarding the granting of outdoor relief are
violated, the auditor when inspecting the books of the union
will declare it illegal and charge the amount personally to the
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relieving officer or the guardians.
There are four modes in which outdoor relief may he given.
The greater part of outdoor relief in England is given in
money, "because it is more easily distrihuted than any otner form
of relief. These allowances are usually paid weekly at some
stated time and place called "pay- stations." The government
inspectors have come to look upon this practice with disfavor
"because of its publicity. The pay-stations are no longer allowed
to "be in public houses. The best plan is to give the relief
in the house of the pauper, because an effective control over
the person relieved can be maintained in this way. Relief in
kind is supposed to be a better method than relief in money, and
is recommended by the central authorities. The only legal re-
striction not previously mentioned concerning relief in kind is,
v/hen in pressing cases temporary relief is given outside the
workhouse b# the relieving officer or by an overseer, before
the definite decision of the board of guardians, it must be in
kind or by the provision of medical assistance. Employment is
another form in which outdoor relief may be given. Provision
for this kind of relief is made in the Outdoor Belief Regulation
Order. As a general rule the employment consists of breaking
stones in stoneyards but in some cases other kinds 01 work
may be furnished. The boards of guardians in most city unions,
under the regal ations of the outdoor labor test order, have the
right in times of distress to open labor yards. Outdoor relief
may also be given in the form of medical attendance. It is
the duty of the medical officer personally to unci ert eke the
treatment of the sick. The order for attendance on a sick person
is usually issued by the relieving officer or by the giisrdians,

but in cases of urgent necessity the overseers and justices can
also give the order. The medical officer must furnish the
needed medicines and attention but he cannot order articles of
food directly; he may recommend the grant of'medical extras"
,
but concerning this the final decision rests upon the board of
guardians. At least one district medical officer must be appoint
ed for each union but in most unions there are several such
officers. The usual regulation is that no medical officer
should have a district of more than 15,000 acres, or a population
of more than 15,000 persons under his charge. Belief through
medical attendance does not legally pauperize a person, in the
sense of entailing disfranchisement, in case tne person re-
lieved is not already a pauper. Other kinds of outdoor relief
disfranchise the pauper.
When the Poor law was reformed in 1834 the chief object
was to put an end to outdoor relief and especially relief to
the able-bodied. This purpose has nearly been realized in
respect to the able-bodied. During the last seventy years the
number oi jble-bodied paupers receiving outdoor relief has
diminished steadily. Since 1850 there has been a slight increase
in the number of able-bodied relieved in the workhouse but the
increase is not proportional to the increase in population in
spite of legislative and administrative efforts to diminish out-
door relief and to force the poor into almshouses. Approximately
three-fourths of the vast bulk of English pauperism still re-
mains outdoor pauperism. The amount paid out annually for out-
door relief is considerably more than the amount spent for in-
door maintenance in spite of costliness of the latter.
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The workhouse system is the foundation of the English
poor law "because the workhouse serves as the normal standard
of relief. This system is considered as most satisfactory in
England because the amount of relief given to each pauper can "be
easily regulated. In the workhouse core is taken that the paupei
is provided with the necessities of life, and beyond this he
can claim nothing. The condition of the pauper is always a
little lower than that of the poorest independent laborer.

PART III
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PUBLIC OUTDOOR RELIEF IN THE UNITED STATES.
In the United States the term outdoor relief has grown to
mean the relief of the poor in their homes from public funds, hut
it does not include medical relief. All relief given in almshouses
and other institutions is considered as indoor relief. Amos G.
Y/arner^has stated that the almshouse was the fundamental institution
in American poor relief "because it cared for all the objeetly
destitute not otherwise provided for. The extent to which the
almshouse is used for poor relief is shown by the census report
of 1910 on Paupers in Almshouses. There were 84,198 paupers
enumerated in almshouses on January 1, 1910, and 88,315 admitted
during the year. The fact that the admissions during a year are
of greater number than the population on a given date indicates
that the almshouse inmates are a rapidly shifting group. In the
year 1910 there were 59,120 discharges, 5,267 transfers, and
17,486 deaths. The ratio of paupers to population has declined
steadily at every census since 1880, the earliest date for wl.ich
comparable figures are available. In 1880 there were 66, 205 inmates
of almshouses in the United States or one almshouse papper to
758 inhabitants; in 1910 there was one almshouse pauper to 1,092
inhabitants.
In the United States the general administration of the
almshouse is for the most part in the hands of the county autnor-
ities. In some states where the township system of local government
is still in force the almshouse is a town institution, but in most
of the states the county system has been adopted, and the county
1. American Charities, p. 195.
2. Paupers in Almshouses 1910. Printed 1915.

commissioners, or supervisors, or the county court have super-
vision. The immediate administration of the institution is
either in the hands of a superintendent or keeper appointed for
that purpose, or is let out "by contract to some person who
occupies the house and cares for the inmates. The contract system
has given opportunity for many abuses and is gradually "being
eliminated.
A review of the poor laws of the forty-eight states and
the District of Columbia shows that in thirty-two the almshouse
is under a salaried superintendent or keeper appointed for the
purpose; 1 in three the contract system is established by law;
o
in six the preference is for a salaried keeper or superintendent,
though the contract system is allowed; in eight there is no
clear statement, the inference being that the contract system is
the rule; and in Hew I.Iexico practically all poor relief is fur-
nished by private persons on arrangement or contract with the
authorities as there are no almshouses in that state.
Some writers have taken exception to the statement made
by Warner in American Charities, that the almshouse is the*
fundament al institution in American poor relief. Whether the alms-
house or the alternative of a public grant at home is the
residual and ultimate resource depends very much upon the personal
characteristics of the responsible public officials. Often the
local authorities have received into the almshouse but a small
fraction of the public dependents including only those who are
absolutely homeless and helpless. They relieve the other classes
in their homes even when they are entirely dependent on the public
1. Georgia, Idaho, Arkansas, 2. V/ashington, Oregon,
North Carolina, Maine, Iowa, Arizona. 5. Florida, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Texas, Wyoming,
Vennpn-frt 4. Edward T. Devine Principles of Relief, p282
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for their support. Outdoor relief under such circumstances "bee ernes
the real residual resource rather than the almshouse, the latter
being a little more than a charitable hospital.
In the United States there is no single national poor law
or general system of poor relief having force throughout the whole
country. According to the United States Constitution the legis-
lation and administration of poor relief in America is controlled
by the state legislatures, and consequently there is considerable
variety in the details of the system. The .mericDn poor relief
1
system, like other institutions and systems of government, was
transplanted from England. 2 The English poor laws is the found-
ation for the American poor law. There are two main types of poor
law and administration in the United States which are celled the
Virginia type and the Hew England type, or the county type and the
tovmship type, corresponding to the two general forms of local
government respectively established in America by these tv/o
localities. Through migration these two types of government were
propagated westward, according as the character of the country and
the traditions of the people demanded the extended and more
autocratic county form adapted to sparsely settled territory, or
the more concentrated democratic form of township government. In
the course of time the tv/o types have modified each other produc-
ing more composite systems.
County and township offici J.s have control of outdoor re-
lief and from its nature the bookkeeping is likely to be faulty,
especially as to the number of persons aided and the amount of the
1. C. J. Bushnell
2. Modern Methods of Charity, Henderson, p. SUU, and ^yi.
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relief given in each case. In many states there is no state
official to whom the county and township officials are called upon
to report. Under such conditions the only accounts that are pub-
lished are found in the local papers annually or semi-annually,
and these are seldom given in fall. Because of this fact no
systematic study of the working of the system of outdoor relief
can "be carried on. Public outdoor relief is legalized in all the
states under certain conditions, with the exception of Arizona where
it is implied but not expressly stated, and itfew Mexico where there
are no specific statutes. In the district of Columbia the outdoor
relief is all given by private charity*
The public is under obligation-'- to relieve and support
all indigent residents of the community who are unable to support
themselves and who have no relatives upon whom this legal obli-
gation rests. In tnirty-seven states this general principle is
elaborated in various ways. Between the parent and the minor
the duty of support is considered reciprocal. In many states
this idea has been extended to include more distant relatives
and to include the parent and child under different conditions.
Sometimes the obligation includes grand-children and grand-parents
and in several states brothers and sisters are made reciprocally
responsible. These obligations cannot be enforced against those
living in another state, in case the sister of the indigent person
is married, nor in favor of the drunken or the vicious.
There are eleven states^ in which no relatives are held
1. H. A. Millis, American Journal of Sociology, Vol. III.
2. Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, Maryland, Missouri, New Mexico
,
llorth Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and
Wyoming.
!
responsible for the relief of indigent persons. In Illinois the
following relatives, if of sufficient ability, are responsible
in the order named for the support of a poor person ; children,
parents, brothers and sisters, grand-children, and grand-parents,
A married women in case her husband is living is liable for the
support of a relative only in case she has property in her own
right. Any person becoming poor as a result of intemperance
or other bad habit is entitled to aid from parents or children
only.
It is the duty of the relieving officer to enforce the
obligations on behalf of an indigent applicant through the agencies
of the county or other local courts. The Virginia county system
is prevalent in all the states west of the Mississippi save
Minnesota, in Pennsylvania, and in all south of x.Cason and Dixon's
line. The township officials are in general responsible for tne
enforcement of tne poor law in Mew England and Liiddle Atlantic
states. In most of the states under each type the system is more
or less mixed. In some states both systems are in use. In
Illinois"*" any county may adopt or discontinue the system of
township organization, on petition and a popular vote, a smaller
petition being required for adoption than for discontinuance.
There are now eighty-live of the one hundred and two counties in
Illinois which have adopted the township system. Since 1890
only two counties hive adopted township organization; and under
existing conditions the counties with and without township organ-
ization seem likely to remain as they are. Most of the counties
not under township organization are small in area and population,
1. John A, Fairlie, County and Town ilovernment in Illinois.
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!Dhe responsibility of a community for poor relief is de-
cided, in the case of persons who move from one locality to
another, "by settlement laws. In seven states (Arizona, Florida,
Kentucky, Maryland, Louisiana, Georgia, and Texas) there is no
settlement qualification. The most common settlement requirement
is that the person shall have resided within the town or county
for a given time. In the western states haying such a require-
ment, the time limit is very short, while in the northern and
eastern states it is considerably longer. In Nebraska-^a pauper
is chargeable to the county in which he resided thirty days
previous to his application for relief, and in Montana and Colorado
only sixty days residence is required. In four states the
settlement is three months, in seven it is six months, and in
fifteen the requirement is one year.
Some states have a condition of self-maintenance or
maintenance without public relief, in addition to the time quali-
fication. In order to secure a legal settlement in Virginia,
Ohio, and Wisconsin, the person must have resided in the county
or town for one year, and have received no relief during that
time. The same condition is found in five other states except
the residence period is longer; it being three years in South
Carolina, four years in Connecticut, and five years in Maine,
Massachusetts, and Mew Jersey. A number of the eastern states
have a property qualification for settlement. In New Hampshire to
secure a legal settlement the person must pay a poll tax for
seven consecutive years; in Rhode Island tne requirement is the
payment of taxes for five years on a freehold worth ijpEOO.OO,
1. Summary of State Laws Relating to the Dependent Classes.
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or the ownership of an estate netting v20. 00 per year, for three
years; in Delaware holding office for one year, paying poor rates
for two consecutive years, paying ^50.00 rent, or owning ^100,00
of real property, together with one year's residence is necessary.
In most of the states a married wan an takes the residence of her
husband, children that of their parents, "bastard children usually
that of the mother, apprentices that of the master and an un-
married woman gains a settlement like a man.
When public outdoor relief is given it is to be used or
consumed by the indigent person or family in the home. The family
life is not disturbed, nor is the individual receiving relief
under the surveillance of the public officials. As was stated
above such relief is almost universally provided for. In the
three .blew lingland states of Massachusetts, Vermont, and Rhode
Island, the overseers of the poor are authorized under instructions
from the town authorities, or at their discretion either to adopt
or reject the system of outdoor relief. In twenty-five^ states
the authority is explicitly vested in the relieving officers to
give outdoor relief subject to the regulations prescribed by law.
The general power to care for the poor is vested in -uhe county
com lissioners, or supervisors, or in the county court in several
other states. In these states the authority is so general and so
1. Connecticut, Hew York:, Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware,
Hew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Maine, Utah,
Oklahoma, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
Idaho, Nevada, Washington and Wisconsin.
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unlimited that the officers may, at their discretion, give or
refuse to give outdoor relief. These states are Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana1
,
Mary-
land, Missouri, Montana, Hew Hampshire, .worth Carolina, Oregon,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Y/yoming.
It is a fundamental principle of American charity that
outdoor relief shall be temporary or only for partial support.
The statutes of Illinois, Indiana, and several other states pro-
vide that such relief snail "be given in cases where only temporary
relief, or where only partial support is needed. In Alabama
public outdoor relief is legalized only for emergency cases that
are to be relieved till removed to the almshouse is possible.
A number of other states nave a very similar law. In some states
there is a definite limitation as to the amount of outdoor
relief, but in no case is the amount to exceed the cost of main-
taining the person in the almshouse. In Iowa and Tennessee if
a person of mature years and sound mind is likely to become a
public charge, the board of supervisors may pay him such annual
allowance as will not exceed the cost of maintenance in the ordin-
ary manner. In South Dakota a similar provision is found except
it also includes parents who are unable to support their defective
children. Outdoor relief in the form of yearly allowances, virtual-
ly pensions for certain classes, is provided for in some states.
Perhaps the provision of this kind of relief in Kansas will serve
as well as any for an illustration.
l.In Louisiana the police juries in the different parishes have
supervision of the poor. The police juries correspond to
county commissioners in northern states, as parishes correspond
to counties.
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In that state poor persons likely to become chargeable paupers,
and parents o±' idiots and helpless children unable to provide
for such children, may be given an annual allowance by the county
commissioners.
Some states have attempted to discourage application for
relief on the part of the individuals who are either undeserving
or not entitled to it. In Arizona any person who is entitled to
relief, on making affidavit before the proper county officer,
and upon approval by the board of supervisors, may be admitted
to the county hospital, or furnished outdoor relief. In Idaho
applications for relief must be made to, and approved by, a
probate judge, the clerk of the county commissioners, or justice
of the peace of the precinct where the applicant resides. A few
states endeavor to regulate relief by the work test. In Iowa
labor on the streets may be required of any able-bodied poor
person seeking relief. In Ohio when public relief is afforded
outside of an infirmary, and the recipient is able to do manual
labor, he may be required to perform labor to tne value of the
relief afforded at any time, upon public property under the direct
ion of the proper authorities; and if he refuses he may be proceed
ed against as a vagrant 4 In Massachusetts the towns have the
privilege of establishing workhouses for the relief of the abie-
bodi ed.
The granting of public outdoor relief has been the subject
of considerable controversy during the past forty years. ^ The
evils connected with this system of relief have caused the
agitation against it. In spite of this criticism there is a
1. A;:ios. G. Warner, American Charities, pp. 227-229.
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general agreement that outdoor relief is satisfactory if limited
and well administered. The administration of this kind of relief
is given over to officers of many kinds. As & general rule in
the South and West outdoor relief is administered by the township
trustee, county commissioners, or some judicial officer along
with his other duties; while in the llorth and niast a special
oificer is appointed for administering outdoor relief.
In the New ifingland states where the town system exists,
the poor law is administered by the selectment or by elected over-
seers. In Connecticut the select men in each town act as overseers
of the poor, are authorized to provide for the subsistence of
all paupers having a settlement in the town. In Vermont each town
elects annually an overseer of the poor who has care of all poor
persons found within the limits of the town. In Rhode Island
the sane system is used, the larger number of overseers elected
being the main difference. In Maine in the towns where the
selectmen;, do not act as overseers, overseers of the poor, not
to exceed seven in number, are chosen by each town. In Massachus-
etts the overseers are also elected in each town. In three other
states elected overseers are in charge of poor relief. In Hew
York the town overseers are elected as they are in the Hew
England states. In Virginia an overseer is annually elected in
each magistrative district of the county. In Pennsylvania three
classes of officials are charged with the local care of the
poor-county commissioners, directors of the poor, and overseers
of the poor. The elective system prevails here as in Virginia.
In a number of states the office of overseer of the poor
is filled by appointment. In New Jersey overseers of the poor are
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appointed "by the governing "body of any municipality and charged
with the superintendence and relief of poor persons entitled to
receive relief or support from the municipality. In Maryland the
administration of poor relief in each county is in the control
of the county commissioners, who have power to appoint trastees of
the poor with practically the same powers as overseers of the poor
in other states, and in some counties the commissioners act as sue!
trustees. In some states special officers are appointed by the
courts, as in Uelaware where the trustees of the poor in each
county are appointed "by the commissioners of the levy court;
in Tennessee the commissioners of the poor, three in number, are
appointed "by the county court; in West Virginia the county court
appoints an overseer of the poor in each magisterial district.
In Georgia the court of ordinary of each county appoints the
commissioners of the poor. In ilorth Carolina the county
commissioners in each county are authorized to employ an overseer
Of the poor.
hew York and Michigan have superintendents of the poor who
care for the county poor and overseers who care for the town
poor. The superintendents are appointed by the county boards of
supervisors in Michigan, while in Hew York they are elected in
each county in the state. In Illinois the county board appoints
county agents to relieve the county poor. In counties under town-
ship organization the supervisors o± the respective towns are
ex-officio overseers to their towns, excepting that in a town
of 4000or more inhabitants, upon written request of the supervisors
the county board may appoint an overseer. In nine counties under
township organization, the payments for outdoor relief are made by?
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the town; in the other counties the expenses are paid by the
county. In Wisconsin the agencies for the care of poor persons
vary according to the system in vogue. Under the township
system the supervisors have the oversight and care; under the
county system the county board of supervisors elect superintendents
of the poor; when both systems are in use the town supervisors
care for those in the towns, and the county board for those not
legally settled in the towns. Also in Minnesota, the county
commissioners serve as overseers where the county system end the
town supervisors, where the town system exists.
The majority of the above mentioned states have special
officers for the administration of relief. The civil or judicial
officers administer it as one of their many duties in the remain-
ing states. This function is performed by the township trustees
who act as overseers of the poor in Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, and
Ohio. In Hebraska the justices ox the peace in each precinct
are overseers of the poor and have exclusive superintendence in
their respective precincts. In the four states of Arkansas,
Kentucky, Missouri, and Oregon it is performed by the court. In
the remaining states the administration of relief is performed
by the county commissioners.
A very unique system of outdoor relief is in vogue at
Kankakee, Illinois. In 1897 W. T. Gsugar was elected supervisor
of the poor for that township. At that time the township was in
debt v20,000 for public outdoor relief. Previous to this time
there had been no application of investigation or discrimination,
which are fundamental principles in any well-regulated relief
system. Families would move to the surrounding country in the
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suminer, and in the autumn would return in order to live at
the expense of the township during the winter. After "being in-
stalled in office the new supervisors first etion was to inform
eighteen such families that they need not expect public relief
the following year. Then "by the aid of the associated chcirities
he secured a lady to act as assistant supervisor as well as
secretary of the associated charities. Since that time the work
of the supervisor and the associated charities has been united.
Bach application for relief was followed by a thorough investi-
gation and if necessary immediate and adequate relief. By care-
ful scientific administration the v20 t 000 debt and the interest
was paid off in six years with no increase in the tax rate on
its account. The credit for this improvement in conditions has
been given to liiss Hutton who has held the office of assistant
supervisor and secretary of the associated charities for the past
nineteen years. A few years later the assistant supervisor was
made probation officer. At present hall of her salary is paid
by the township and half by the county. When applications for
relief are made the assistant who has investigated tne case holds
a conference with the supervisor and the secretary oi the
associated charities to determine the best method of dealing with
the case. Adequate relief is always given. The orders are
issued by the supervisor or by his assistant by his request.
Private donations are made to tne associated eharities but in
reality they are made to tne public relief fund. One individual
willed the associated charities v6,000 which is out at five per
cent interest. Another benevolent individual made a large donation
for the purpose oi buying books for poor children in order that
they might remain in school. The business men and especially the
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s: loon keepers contribute very liberally to the united charities.
Every case that is worthy is relieved, and if there is not enough
money given "by private individuals the associated charities have
the privilege of drawing on the township. however, this has
not been necessary since 1903. The office of the associated
charities is in the county court house. The advantage of this is
that it is easier for needy persons to find it than it would be
if it was in some private building. The success of outdoor re-
lief at X^nkakee is the result of the application of the general
principles of poor relief that ^re used by charity organization
societies
.
As a general rule cities have a special provision for the
administration of relief. In Vermont in all towns ©f more than
5,000, the overseers are appointed by the civil board. In tne
cities of New Jersey the overseers are selected by the council,
in the cities of Ohio the board of control, consisting of the
mayor, the director of public service, and the director of public
safety, or proper designated official in the city charter, have
general supervision of relief administration. In Kansas the
board of commissioners in cities of the first class, and the
mayor and council in cities of the second and third classes act
as overseers of the poor. In Minnesota tne councilmen in tne
cities and villages act as superintendents of the poor. In those
states where municipal charities are separate and distinct from
those oi the county and town, special officers are appointed.
Besides the st .tes previously referred to similar practices
exist in Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Liew York and Wisconsin.
In summing up these details it is evident, that in the
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great majority of the states, relief is administered by officers^
as one, and a minor one, of their duties; that relief is ad-
ministered by councilmen, selectmen, township trustees, county
commissioners, justices of the peace, and county judges, who
ere not elected for that purpose; that all officers administering
relief serve for short terms.
In most states the records of outdoor relief are to be kept
and accounts rendered to the town, to the court, to the county
commissioners, or to the county auditor as other accounts are
kept and rendered. There are eight states that require the
relieving officers to report directly or indirectly to a central
authority on outdoor relief, i'hese officials in Connecticut,
Indiana, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, North Carolina, and Virgin-
ia report to the state board of charities, in Colorado they report
to the governor, and in South Carolina to the Secretary of
State.
The advantage of having state supervision and control can
well be illustrated by a study of the public outdoor relief
system in Indiana. Under the law of 1853 in Indiana, poor relief
was given by the trustees of more than 1000 townships; the amount
was left to their judgment, ana they might in their own dis-
cretion send the applicants for relief to the county almshouse,
grant them relief in their homes, or transportation to the next
township. The board of county commissioners were also permitted2
to give annual allowances and medical aid. Under this loose
system very serious abuses grew up. The township trustee, Y/ho
1. E. A. Millis, Relief and Care of Dependents, Am, J, of
Sociol. V. Ill, p. 390.
2. Amos G. Warner, Am. Charities, p. 232.
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was elected "by popular vote, was inexperienced, poorly paid, and
subject to political influence and the demands of friends; the
county commissioners often gave relief when the trustee refused.
Under this system the average amount of ^550,00 was annually paid
for outdoor relief.
The first reform law was passed in 1895. On the recommend-
ation of the Board of State Charities, the legislature of 1895
passed a law requiring township overs ers of the poor to keep a
full record of relief given and forward two copies of it to the
county commissioners at least once in every three months. The
Board of Charities was to receive one set of these reports. She
statistics of the first report which the board compiled and
published created quite a sensation in the state. With a total
population of less then two and a ouarter million, Indians has
more than 50,000 on the overseers' lists. One in every 51 of
the states' inhabitants was receiving relief,the proportion in
different counties varying from one in 15 to one in Eub; in so^e
of the richest counties the number aided was equal to one in
16 or 20.
Under the system then in vogue tne county paid without
question, and from a general fund, whatever bills were presented
by the overseers of the poor. The state legislature on obtain-
ing the above information passed a law (1897) which laid upon the
township the burden of its own poor. The funds for poor relief
were still to be provided by the county from the general fund,
but the townships were to repay the county the exact -mount drawn
out. The results produced by this law proved that it was a
great improvement over the old system. Two years later at the
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next session of the legisl ,ture (1899) the present law was
passed. This law at the time was the most advanced piece of
legislation for offici 1 outdoor relief that v/as on the statute
books of any state. It provided for the investigation of each
case by the overseer of the poor; for compelling the able-boaied
members of the family to v.ark; for securing the help of the .
friends and relatives of the applicant; for refusing transport-
ation to all except the sick, aged, injured, or crippled, and
then only in the direction of his legal residence; for cooper-
ation with private relief societies; for full registration
of the applicants; for limiting the relief power of the county
commissioners, and the amount of temporary aid. The township
overseer is required to consult with the county commissi oners
in cases which appear to need more than the usual temporary
relief. The overseer is prohibited from spending more than
fifteen dollars, without the consent of the commissioners, for
gmy form of relief* except medical aid, burial, or books and
clothing for school children on which no limit is placed. With
the consent of the commissioners the overseer can give whatever
is needed, as often as needed, and for any length of time.
This provision recognizes the fact that while in theory public
outdoor relief is only temporary, consideration must be made
for exceptional cases. In cases of worthy mothers with child-
ren, the overseers are expected to keep such families together.
In 1901 the poor relief laws of the state were codified
by the legislature, and since that time it has not been found
necessary to make any material changes in them. During the last
fourteen years the administration of public outdoor relief has
been very satisfactory. Most of the old abuses have passed
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away and the poor are now cared for "better then ever before.
The most remarkable feature of the new law is the great financial
1
saving it has produced. In 1895 under the old system, the
total expenditure amounted to £650,168. For the past eighteen
years there has been an average annual reduction of v346,346 from
the amount given in 1895. The number receiving help was 82, £35
in 1897 and 50,405 in 1913. It was claimed before the law
went into operation that a decrease in outdoor relief would cause
a great increase in the number of poor house paupers. This pre-
diction did not materialize however; along with the reduction
in outdoor relief there has been a slight decrease in the number
of poor house inmates, in spite of the fact that the total
population of the state has increased.
As a general rule the public outdoor relief in the United
States has not been satisfactory. There is no uniformity in
the laws of the different states, and in some states there are
several different systems of poor relief in vogue. There is in
most states, no system of efficient supervision; the overseers or
distributing officers are permitted to use their own judgment
as to when relief should be granted and in what quantities.
These officials are seldom trained as social workers because the
relieving of the poor is often one of their minor duties. Some
states have made considerable advancement in poor relief and it
is very likely that the successful methods will be adopted by
the more backward st.-tes when the superiority of such methods has
been sufficiently proved. The greatest need at the present time
1. Proceedings of the 42nd Hat. Confer, of Charities and
Corrections - "Outdoor Relief" Amos W. Butler, pp.442-5.

is for uniform laws, including what hare come to be recognized
as the principles of organized charity; uniform methods, provid-
ing for proper investigation and records and cooperation with
all other agencies; uniform settlement laws; a system of reports
to a central office on outdoor relief; state supervision of
ell official relief agencies with adequate authority and
appropriations to make it effective.



MOTHERS' PENSIONS IH ILLINOIS
Luring the past six years much attention has "been given to
the consideration of the so-called "Mothers' pension." Much has
been written on the subject "but for the most part it has "been
simply the statement of persons! opinions with little or no know-
ledge as to the practical working of the laws. The opinions of
authority on poor relief are valuable and worthy of consideration
but at the same time we must be careful not to attach too much
importance to them when they are not based on thorough investigation*
The first mothers' pension law has been in effect only five years
and that length of time is not sufficient for the basing of con-
clusions as to whether the principle is a success or a failure.
The first so-called "mothers' pension" law was passed by the
legislature of the state of Missouri in March 1911, and received
the Governor's approval on April seventh. The law was so worded as
to make it applicable only to Jackson County in which Kansas City
is situated. The law provided for allowances to mothers whose
husbands were dead or prisoners when such mothers were poor and
had a child or children under the age of fourteen years. The term
allowance was used instead of pension, and this was not to exceed
the sum of ten dollars a month for the first child and five
dollars a month for each of the other children under the age limit.
The allowance was made by the Juvenile Court upon certain qualifi-
cations. This law was drawn up by Judge S. 3. Porterfield of the
Juvenile Court of Jackson County. There were three things that
tended to influence the judge to advocate a widow's pension law;
first, the neglect of children by their mothers who went away from
home to work as a result of which these children were often brought
5
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to his court; second, he was president of the Juvenile Improvement
Club that gave weekly allowances celled "scholarships" to poor boys
of working age who would continue in school; third, the United
Jewish Charities of Kansas City had abandoned their day nursery
and established pensions for certain widows because they believed
it would produce better results. The widows 1 allowance act went
into effect in Kansas City on June 2, 1911.
A month later there went into effect the first law of this
character of state-wide application, the original funds to parents'
law in Illinois. This law gave the Juvenile Oourt power to grant
an allowance out of the public funds to the parent or parents of
a dependent or neglected child when such allowance would provide
for the proper care of the child in its home. A few months later,
Milwaukee, encouraged by the example of Kansas City and Chicago,
passed an ordinance granting an allowance to needy mothers who
had dependent children. This later merged into state law.
Up to the present time, twenty- six states have passed so-
called Mothers' Pension Laws. They are: Arizona, California,
Colrado, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Hew Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Washington and Wisconsin. In
Colorado and Iowa the laws were passed in 1912, in the most of
the other states they were passed in 1913. In Kansas, North Da-
kota and Tennessee they were passed in 1915. In Missouri the
law only applies to two cities, Kansas City and St. Louis.
Mothers' pension bills were proposed and agitation for legislation
was made in 1915-1914, in Connecticut, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland,

Mississippi, Rhode Island, Texas and West Virginia.
The conditions specified for the granting of an allowance in
most states include the following: (1) A preliminary examination
or investigation of the home must be made "before the allowance can
be granted. f2) The child or children for whose benefit the
allowance is made must be living with the mother. (5) It must
appear to be for the benefit of the child to remain with its
mother. (4) The mother must in the judgment of the court be a
proper person, mentally end physically, for the bringing up of
her children. (5) The allowance to be made only when in its
absence the mother would be required to work regularly away from
her home and children. (In some states the provision is made
that the mother may be absent from her home for such time as the
court deems advisable.) (6) The allowance must in the judgment
of the court be necessary to save the child from neglect and to
avoid the breaking up of the home. (7) The mother must be a
resident of the state and of the country.
There is considerable variation in the different states as to
the persons aided by these laws. Much importance is attached to
the stase of the father. In five states the lather must be
dead in order for the family to receive a pension. In four states
he must be dead, in prison or in an asylum. In three states he
must be dead, in prison or permanently disabled. In three states
he must be dead, in prison, permanently disabled or have deserted.
In two states divorced women are allowed pensions. In Ohio a
woman may receive a pension if her husband is dead, divorced, in
1. The Law Library does not contain the statutes for Miss-
issippi since 1912 or for Texas and West Virginia since
1913.
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prison or asylum, permanently disabled or has deserted her three
years "before her application. In four states the funds may be
granted to either parent, seven states require them to be granted
only to the mother, while the other eleven do not make a definite
statement in regard to the matter. Two states, Nevada and
Wisconsin, allow guardians to receive a pension under certain
conditions. The age limit is 14 in ten states, 16 in eight,
15 in four, 17 in two, and 18 in one. 1 Illinois is the only state
that provides that a mother shall not receive a pension if her
child or children have relatives of £ sufficient ability to support
them.
In most states the pension or relief is granted by the
Juvenile or County Court and the mother is under the supervision of
that court. In California the benefit is granted by the State
Board of Charity, the coses are investigated by the supervisors
or by volunteers. In New Hampshire and Oklahoma the relief is
granted by the County Commission upon the recommendation of the
school officials. The school officials exercise some supervision
over the pensioned families. In Pennsylvania the County Board of
Women have jurisdiction over Mothers' pensions. The Governor
appoints this Board annually, in each county. It is composed of
seven members called trustees. Some states provide that certain
officials shall investigate the family before the pension can be
granted. In Illinois and Nevada this is the duty of the probation
officer, in Ohio and South Dakota a public or private agent and
in the other states the duty falls on some county or township
official. In New Jersey the State Board of Childrens' Guardians
1. No age limit given in Kansas.
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conduct the investigation. In a number of states that duty is
assigned to no certain official. In Kansas the investigation is
conducted by three women of the township who are of good standing
and are not relatives of the mother. A few states provide for in-
vestigations after the pension has been granted. In New Jersey and
Massachusetts each case must be investigated at least every two
months. This is an excellent provision as it keeps the authorities
informed in regard to the condition of the family and home. In
Nebraska, Ohio, and South Dakota the investigation is made every
six months and in Colorado once in every year. The other states
do not require an investigation after the pension has been granted.
There is considerable variation among the different states
concerning the maximum amount of relief per month. The most common
method is to allow a certain amount for the first child and a
smaller anount for each additional child. Five states allow ten
dollars ($10.00) per month for the first child and five dollars
($5.00) for each additional child. Three states allow fifteen
dollars ($15.00) for the first and seven dollars ($7.00) for each
additional chaaaffe.. A number of states allow the same amount for
each child without regard to the number in the family. New Jersey
allows nine dollars ($9.00) a month for the first child, five
dollars ($5.00) for the second, and four dollars ($4.00) for each
other child. The law in Pennsylvania is more explicit on this
point. It allows twelve dollars ($12.00) a month for the first
child, eight ($8.00) for the second, six dollars ($6.00) for the
third, and five dollars ($5.00) a month for each other child.
California has the lowest maximum limit at six and a quarter
dollars ($6.25) for each child, while north Dakota has the highest

maximum limit at fifteen dollars (§15 ,00) for each child per month.
In Kansas the law states that the amount allowed to each family
is limited to twenty five dollars (^25.00) per month without re-
gard to the number of children. In Colorado there is no maximum
limit stated. In Massachusetts it is to he "sufficient ior proper
care," in Nevada it is to "be the same as institutional cost, and
in Oklahoma it is to he equal to the earnings of the children
under sixteen years of age. In the majority of the states the pen-
sions are disietrsed "by the county officials. The funds for the
pension in most states comes from the counties. As a general rule
it is merely paid out of the general county funds but in some
stetes there is e special tax for it. In Illinois there is a
special tax of three- tenths of one mill on the dollar and in Ohio
and South Dakota a special tax of one-tenth of one mill on the
dollar. In California, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin half of the fund
come from the state sad half from the county. In Massachusetts
two-thirds of the funds come from the state and one-tnird from the
county. If the mother who receives aid does not have a settlement
the town or city is reimbursed for the total amount of aid given
after the hills are approved by the State Board of Charity.
This brief summary of the laws of the different states show
the trend of legislation for Mothers' pension.
In Illinois on June 5, 1911, the original funds to parents
act was approved and it went into effect on July 1, 1911. This
law which was poorly drawn consisted of only ten lines. The text
of the law which was an amendment to section 7 of the Juvenile
Court law was as follows:
1
!• Laws of Illinois, 1911, pp. 126-7.
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wIf the parent or parents of such dependent or neglected child
are poor and unable to properly care for the said child, but are
otherwise proper guardians, and it is for the welfare of such child
to remain at home, the court may enter an order finding such facts
and fixing the amount of money necessary to enable the parent or
parents to properly care for such child, and thereupon it snail be
the duty of the county board, through its county agent or otherwise
to pay such parent or parents at such time as said order may desig-
nate the amount so specified for the care of such dependent or
neglected child until the further order of the court."
This law was far from satisfactory. It gave the Judge of the
Juvenile Court almost absolute power with no limitation in regard
to the amount that might be granted to any particular family.^"
It gave only a general statement concerning the qualifications
necessary to make parents eligible and said nothing in regard to
the investigation of applicants previous to the granting of funds,
nor of their supervision afterward. The age limit under this law
was higher than that of Kansas City which went into force a month
before. In Illinois it included any male child under the age of
seventeen years or any female child under eighteen years who was
dependent or neglected'.
This law remained in force for two years. On June 30, 1913,
the present law was approved and went into effect on July 1.
This law was drafted by Judge Merritt ?/. Pinckney of Chicago, after
he had watched the working of the first law for over a year. The
law clearly states the essential qualifications in order for
the mother to secure a pension, the amount of money which may be
1. J . D. Hunter Survey 31:516.
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allowed, how the money is to be raised and "by whom the law
is to be administered. 1
The following are the most important previsions:
1. The juvenile court, or where there is no juvenile
court, the county court has original jurisdiction in all cases
coming within the terms oi the r.ct.
2. A woman whose husband is dead or has become permanently
incapacitated for work because of physical or mental infirmity,
may file an application for a pension, provided she is a
citizen ox the United states and has a previous residence xor
three years in the county where the application is made.
3. Investigation of applications by oificers of the court
is provided for.
4. The maximum amount of relief for the oldest child under
fourteen must not exceed fifteen dollars (9I5.QO) joer month and
ten dollars (^10.00) per month for each otner child. In no case
is one mother to receive more than fifty dollars (^50.00) per
month.
5. Pensions shall be granted by the court only upon the
following eight conditions: (1) the children must be living with
the mother; (2) it is for the welfare of the children to be
with the mother; (3) the relief shall be granted only when in
the absence of such relief the mother would be required to work
regularly away from her home and children and when by means of
such relief she will be able to remain at home with her children,
except that she may be absent for work a definite number of days
each week to be specified in the court's order, when such work
can be cone by her without the sacrifice of health or the neglect
1. Laws of Illinois, 1913, pp. 127-130.

of home and children; (4) the mother must be a proper peffion to bring up
her children; (5) the relief granted shall, in the judgment of
the court, be necessary to save the child or children from neglect;
(6) a mother shall not receive such relief who is the owner of real
property or personal property other than the household goods; (7)
a mother to be eligible must be a citizen of the county and a resi-
dent of the county for three years; (8) a mother shall not re-
ceive such relief if her child or children hove relatives of suffic-
ient ability to support them.
6. Relief may be granted for children between fourteen
and sixteen years of age v/ho are ill or incapacitated for work.
7. Whenever relief is granted to a mother whose husband
is permanently incapacitated for work and the presence of the
husband is a menace to the family he must be removed from the
home or the pension shall be discontinued.
8. The visiting and supervision of mothers and children
who are receiving relief is provided for.
9. The connty board in each county may levy a tax of
not to exceed three-tenths of one mill on the dollar annually on
all taxable property in the county and this is to be known as
a mothers' pension fund.
The funds to parents' act of 1913 remained in force witnout
any alterations until June 1915. At that time sections two (2),
ten (10), and eleven (11), were amended and two new sections known
as 12a and 18a were added by the state legislature.1 Section two
(2) was amended so as to include women who were not citizens of
the United states if they fulfilled the other requirements of the
law. Section ten (10) was amended so that the maximum amount
1. Laws of Illinois, 1915, pp. 245-245.
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allowed to one mother is now sixty dollars (£60.00) per month in-
stead of fifty dollars ($50.00) as formerly. In section eleven
(11) there are a number of minor changes the most important of
which are as follows: the relief shall be granted only when in
absence of such relief the mother would be required to work regular'
ly away from her home and children or when in absence of such re-
lief it would be necessary to commit the children to an institution
for dependents and when by means of the pension she will be able to
reaain at home with her children; a mother shall not receive a
pension if her children have relatives of sufficient ability, and
who shall be obligated by the finding^ and judgment of a court of
competent jurisdiction, to suprort them. Section 12a provides
that no mother who is not a citizen of the United States can re-
ceive a pension unless she has filed application for citizenship
papers or has made her declaration of intention to become a
citizen of the United States, when in such cases the mother may be
granted relief under the provisions of the Act for each of her
children that were born in the United States of America, and are
under the age of fourteen years. Section 18amerely deals with
the title of the Act.
The funds to p -rents law of Illinois is as good or even better
than the so-called "Mothers' pension" laws in other states. Per-
haps this can be explained by the fact that the state legislature
has tried to improve it at two different sessions. But tne actual
value of a law can not be ascertained by reading it in the statute
books. The success of failure of any kind of social legislation can
be judged only by the results produced. In the final analysis
it is really the practical working of a law that determines whether
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it is beneficial or ineffectual.
With this idea clearly in mind the writer has made an invest-
igation of the working of the law in two Illinois counties, Kankakee
and St. Glair. The questionair^e used and the data collected for
each county :re to "be found in the appendix. In collecting these
data the same procedure was followed in each case. First the court
records were consulted from which the names and ages of the child-
ren were obtained and also the addresses of the fanilies. In
each county a consultation was secured with the County Judge and
also with the probation officer. Prom these officials much valuable
information was secured as to the working of the law, the general
methods in vogue as well as interesting and important facts about
each family. In each case the family was then visited in the home.
This was done in order to see the condition o± the home as well
as to question the mother. If the mother and children attend
church the pastor of the church was visited and questioned as to
their attendance, morals and general condition. In case the
children were of school age the superintendent of schools, the
teacher or the truant officer was visited and questioned as to
the childrens 1 attendance and ability. In every case one or more
neighbors were visited in order to assist in determining the moral
standard of the home. Much information was obtained in this way
because the people were assured that what they said was to be
strictly confidential. The discussion of the working of the law
will be taken up separately for each county.
In Kankakee County on March 8, 1916, there were twenty-five
families receiving pensions under the funds to parents' act. In
twenty-one of these cases the pension was paid to the mother while
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in the other four it was paid to the father of the children. The
probation officer stated that the court was not sure that the pay-
ing of the pension to the father was legal, but granted it because
the families were very needy and came within the other provisions
of the law. From the title of the act one would naturally suppose
that the granting of such pensions would be legal, but the granting
of such relief to the father of the children is not specifically
mentioned in any pprt of the act. Wherever the matter of who is
to receive the pension is mentioned the law clearly states that it
is to be given to the mother. It appears that the county court
has given the law an exceedingly liberal interpretation and it is
doubtful if such relief should be considered legal. In these twenty-
five families there were eighty-three children for whom the pensions
were given. That is an average of between three and four children
to each family. It must be .Kept in mind that often there are also
children in the family who are past the age limit. In Kankakee
County during the past year ten f anilies applied for relief and
were refused because they did not meet the requirements of the
law; and a number of pensions were discontinued for the same
reason. For this study nine families were investigated in Kankakee
County. In these nine families there were thirty-five children for
whSSE pensions were given. This gave an average of four children to
the family. Seven of the nine families investigated were living
in the city of Kankakee. The other two families were living at
Bradley, a village a mile north of Kankakee. Kankakee has a popu-
lation of about 15,000 and Bradley of about ZjOOO. 1 In both of
these places manufacturing is the main industry.
1. No enumeration in Illinois after 1910.
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The original investigation in each case was made by the pro-
bation officer 01 the county court. These investigations are very
thorough and special attention is given to determine whether or
not the family is worthy. The probation officer visits the homes
of the mothers on an average of three times a year. The law re-
quires visitation but it does not state clearly how often these
visits must be made, so this is left largely to the discretion
of the probation officer. The mother is required to make monthly
reports to the court. The probation officer hears these reports and
discusses matters with the mother. In case any serious difficulty
arises the county judge hears the report and passes on it. As
a general rule the probation officer is the official that decides
most questions in regard to pensions in Kankakee County. Judge
J. H. Merrill stated that he always followed the advice of the pro-
bation officer. The probation officer Martha L. Hutton is also
chief secretary of the associated charities. Part of her salary
is paid by the county and part by the associated charities. There
are not enough pensions in Kankakee County to require the full time
of a probation officer and the combination with the associated
charities is indeed a fortunate one. In tins manner the county
hss engaged the services of a highly trained social worker. In
eight out of the nine cases studied the probation officer stated
that the mother readily cooperated with the officials.*"
In one case the mother thought she could support her child
without a pension if she was not required to remain at home. This
case is an exception, there being only one child, a baby of eleven
months. The other mothers would not be able to support their
Case 8 the only exception. Appendix.
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familjr without a pension even if allowed to leave the children.
There was no case where it would he possible without taking the
mother away from home for her to earn more than she now does. In
two families there were members with unused earning power. In "both
cases they were children of the mother who were above the age limit
and out of employment. Only one family^-was found in which there
was a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind.
In Kankakee County the amount of pension given depends upon
the number of children under the age limit. If the mother has
only one child she is given $7.50 per month, if she has two children
she is given either ^10 or ^12.50 according to the discretion of
the court. In ell families where three or more children are under
the age limit the mother is given five dollars per month for each
t
child. This ruing was made in order to eliminate the chance for
partiality and to make the whole system more uniform. There is no
doubt that it has accomplished these two ends but the question
arises as to whether or no it is at the expense of the most
efficient relief. It is certain that the needs of all families of
an equal number of children are not the same. The cost of keeping
three children under four years of age is bound to be much less
tli.-. n the cost for three children over ten years. And even in fam-
ilies where the children are of nearly the same age the cost of
maintenance is not necessarily the same. It appears that this sys-
tem of rating is not entirely satisfactory.
In seven of the nine cases the family contributes towards its
own support. The mother in one of the other two cases has four
small children and is in poor health, and consequently could not be
1. Case 8, Appendix.
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expeeted to contribute anything to the support o±' the family. In
the other case the. mother is indolent and the children of working
age claim to be unable to secure work and so contribute nothing.
Two families contribute ^10 a week to their own support while the
other seven range between |l«5Q and «u>6.00 per week. In most cases
where the mother makes a contribution it is done by washing. There
were two mothers who were able to work but who did nothing because
they claimed not to ki ow how to sew and stated they couldn't get
washings to do. In ko th of these cases the mother was foreign
born and doubtless unable to do laundry work or sewing satisfactori^",
When the mothers were asked if they thought the pension adecuate
four replied in the affirmative, four in the negative and one
stated that she didn't know. It appears that on the whole the
relief is adequate when supplemented by the earnings ox the family.
In the case where there are no family earnings, the children are
small and the maintenance cost is low. As a rule in the cases
where the mothers did not consider the pension adequate there was a
slight tendency to extravagance. They said that they appreciated
the pension but were of the opinion that it should be increased.
Five of the nine women were in debt, the debjjs ranging between
^25 and ^70. Two v/ere in debt to doctors, one to an undertaker, and;
the other two to merchants. Only in four cases were the debts con-
tracted since the husband's death. In eight of the cases the
dependency of the family was due to the death of the father. In the
other case the father went insane but died after the pension had
been granted. The length of time between the death of the father
and the granting of the pension varies from eight days to two years.

In one case the pension was granted "but later discontinued
because the mother inherited some money. With this money she paid
debts and kept the family for a few months. As soon as these
funds were exhausted the pension was continued. In each case the
mother keeps an itemised account of all money received and expend-
ed. This account is submitted to the court the first of every
month and is passed on by the probation officer. In this way the
officials can supervise the expenses of the mother.
Much importance should be attached to the home conditions of
any person who receives public relief and especially if the relief
is granted for children. In six of the families the moral stand-
ard of the home was high and in the other three it was not serious-
ly unsatisfactory. In the nine cases studied only one home was
found to be unsanitary. In the one case the condition of the home
was due to poor housekeeping and not to the building or surround-
ings. In every home visited the children were kept clean and
presentable. The school teachers stated that the children that
attend school were always presentable. Of the thirty-five children
for whom pensions were granted only one was found to be unhealthy.
This was a boy of thirteen years who was troubled with asthma.
In this case the doctor stated that it was not serious and that
he though^ the boy would be better in a few years. In eight of the
cases it appeared that the children were far better off than they
would be in an orphans' home. In the other case it would be ad-
visable to remove the children from the home and the influence of
the mother.
In the nine families investigated there were 25 children of
school age for whom pensions were granted. Of these 25 all but
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one attended school regularly. This one exception was a hoy who
was trouble^ with the asthma hut he was present enough to make
passing grades, ffwo of the 25 attend the parochial school, the
other 23 attend the public schools. In order to help keep such
children in school the associated charities often "buy shoes and
books for them. Mr. ]?• W. Tracy the superintendent of schools
spoke very highly of the woric done by the associated charities
in this respect. In one family neither the mother nor the children
attend church. In the other eight, the children that are old
enough attend either church or Sunday School regularly. There were
only four mothers that attend church regularly, and all of these
were members of the Roman Catholic Church. The mothers in the
other families stated that they were either too tired on Sunday or
else that they didn't have time to attend if they sent the children.
The pastor of the church where the four attended was visited and
the statements of the mothers confirmed. In the nine cases studied
only one family was found in which the children belonged to any
club or organization. In this case the two older boys belonged to
the Boy Scouts. Wo cases were found where the boys were members
of rough gangs or were subject to other specially evil influences.
There was no tendency for the girls for whom pensions were granted
to be wild and careless. In one family there was an older
girl who was immoral and in another there was a tendency for fee-
older girl to be wild and careless.
Pour of the mothers of the families investigated were born
in Illinois and had lived in Kankakee County from 16 to 33 years.
Tliree of the mothers were foreign born, one from Scotland, one
from Germany and the third from Austria end all had been in the
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United States over 19 years, in Illinois over 15 years and in the
county over 11 years. In all cases the mother had "been in the
state and in the county for over eight years "before the pension
was granted. Every mother was a citizen of the United States
and not affected by the last change in the law. In eight of the
cases there were others in the family besides the mother and the
children for whom the pension was granted. In six of these families
the additional members were older children of the mother. In one
case the childrens' grandmother lived in the family and in another
the mother kept a boarder. In four cases the additional members
contributed to the support of the family. In no case was there any
relative of sufficient ability to contribute to the support of the
family.
In St. Clair County on March 15, 1916, there were 126 families
receiving pensions under the funds to parents' act. In all cases
the pensions were paid to the mother. In these 126 families there
were 543 children for whom the pensions were granted. That is an
average of between two and three children to each family. There
are often some children in the family who are over fourteen years of
age and consequently are not considered when the pension is granted.
In St. Clair County during the past year thirty mothers who
applied for pensions were refused because they could not come with-
in the provisions of the law. A few pensions were discontinued be-
cause the mother was married or in some other way bee .-.me dis-
qualified, or the children passed the age limit. For this study
eight families were investigated in St. Clair County. In these eight
families there were 24 children for whom pensions were given. This
gave an average of three children to the family.
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Four of these families lived in East St. Louis, three in Belle-
ville and one in Lebanon. The population of East St. Louis is
about 70,000, Belleville about 25,000 and Lebanon about 2, £00. In
Kcst St. Louis manufacturing is the main industry ^ ffitee three large
pecking houses there also furnish employment for a great number of
people. Both in Belleville and Lebanon some manufacturing is carried
on but the main indiistry is mining.
The original investigation in five cases of the eight studied
was conducted by the probation officer. There was no investigation
made for the other three cases. St. Clair Uounty employes two
probation officers who give only a small amount of their time to
the work. The county pays each of these officials ^150 per year. One
probation officer has supervision of the pensions granted to
mothers living in Bast St. Louis and the other covers the remainder
of the county. Ghas. Carroll the probation officer for East St.
Louis is by profession a lawyer. When a family applies for a pension
he asks the mother to come to his office and cuestions her there.
If he thinks she is worthy he recommends that the court grant her
a pension. In this we recognize the old failing of outdoor relief
that is, the granting of the relief by an official who does not
have tine to properly oversee his v/ork. It is certain that such a
method of investigation is inefficient and it allows many unworthy
families to draw pensions. In one of the cases studied the mother
applied twice to the probation officers but wasn't given a hearing
so she went to the c ounty judge and he granted the pension without
the reco.-mendation of the probation officer. In East St. Louis the
only families that have been investigated for pensions are those that
1. No enumeration in Illinois since 1910.
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have moved there from other parts of the county. The other families
in that place have merely been asked a few questions. Charles
Hertel the probation officer for St. Clair County other than
East St. Louis is a school teacher "by profession. Ee investigates
every family that applies for a pension to the best of his ability.
Like Mr. Carroll, Mr. Hertel cannot afford to put much time into
his work "because the salary of the office is not large enough to
compensate him for his tAme. Both of these men are very busy
with their professions and could not be expected to devote much
time to this kind of work. Mr. Hertel stated that he had accepted
the office because he thought he could do some good. There is no
authorized visitation in St. Clair County although the state law
provides that after the granting of relief to any mother for the
support of her children it shall be the duty of the probation
officer to visit and supervise the families to which such relief
has been granted and to advise with the court in regard to them.
In a few cases there has been a second investigation which has
shown the mother and family in their true condition. These second
investigations are made only when some complaint is made to the
court and not of its own initiative. In most cases the reinvest-
igation has shown that the family was not much in need of the
pension. One mother was found to use pension money to pay her
bill with the saloon keeper each month. Another case was found
where the mother had bought a sideboard for .#45.00 and was paying
for it on the installment plan with her pension money. In a third
case the mother was found to use very poor judgment in regard to
her pension. When the probation officer went to her home for a
reinvestigation she informed him that she was getting along nicely
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and it was because she always hunted, bargains. To prove her
statement she showed the probation officer a hat for which she
paid ^7.00 and stated that the original price of it was ^16.00.
Then she asked the probation officer if he did not think she was
clever in selecting bargains. A number of cases were found where
the total earnings of the family were very high and still they were
drawing pensions. One mother-^of the eight investigated for this
study stated that she was informed about the pension law by a
woman who was receiving one. This woman agreed to "put her next"
to how to get the pension if she would nromise not to ^ive her
away. She stated that the worn rn ; faarl nnn- child for wfcioh eho drew
a pension 1&mmb lived with "J?.fcfparents. Her father was a railroad
engineer who received a salary of ^1E5 a month and kept the child
and its mother. The mother worked as a telephone operator and
received $35 per month. It is evident that in such cases a pension
is not needed. In cases where these conditions are discovered
the pension is discontinued but the trouble with the present
system is that without visitation vd^i mm such cases are brought
to light. It would be far more economical for the county to hire a
competent social worker for probation officer. When this was dis-
cussed with one of the probation officers he stated that there
was no need for an officer to give his full time to mothers'
pensions. He said that it took very little time to make the
necessary original investigation and there was no need of home
visitation. These statements illustrate how little conception
persons intoroatod in charitable service nave of the nature andA
importance of the personal element in non-institutional charity.
1. Case 12, Appendix.
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It might "be suggested that the truant officers be appointed as
probation officers because they are more likely to have some know-
ledge of the families receiving pensions and could more easily
detect fraud. Another advantage of this combination would be that
the two positions are somewhat analogous. In St. Glair County the
mother is not recuired to make regular reports to the court. The
mother goes to the county judges' office and draws her check on
the county the first of each month but she is not required to
answer any cuestions. It is evident that the officials do not seek
the cooperation of the mothers. The loose ineffectual methods in
use by the county can also be illustrated by the record of the
addresses that is kept. In three of the eight cases the family
had moved and the county officials had received no notice of it.
One family had moved twice since the address had been given to
the court. In Hast St. Louis it was very difficult to locate such
families. The writer tried to locate two other families who were
drawing pensions but they could not be found. They were both
traced from the address they had given to the court to two places
where they had lived since but the families living in the house at
the present knew nothing of their whereabouts. In both eases the
neighbors were questioned but they did not know where they had
gone. In both of these cases the city directory failed to give
their present addresses.
In two of the eight cases the mothers thought that they could
support their families without a pension if they were not required
to remain at home. One of these mothers said she could do house-
work and the other stated that she "could get along some how."
There was no case where it would be possible without taking the
t
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motlier away from home for her to earn more then she now does.
In none of the families were members found who had unused earning
pov/er. In two families there were hoys who could do some work
after school hours such as passing papers hut in neither case did
they have regular vrork. One of these hoys called for and delivered
washings for his mother and the other was troubled with the
asthma. There was no tendency to a pauper attitude of mind in any
of the families investigated. Every member in every family, who
was -ble, worked and in cases where the pension was not needed it
was accepted because it enlarged the income. In St. Clair as
in Kankakee bounty the amount of the pension depends upon the
number of children under the age limit. The mother is granted $8
a month for the first child and yl.50 a month for each additional
child under the age limit. This ruling was decided upon by the court
and is always followed unless there is a shortage of funds. It is
apparent that such an apportionment is unjust. If a mother has fflr^"
child she receives #8 a month and if she has four children she
receives only §12.50. Under the present arrangement she has only
^4.50 with which to keep three children a month. But there is a
more serious objection to the system in vogue. When there is a
shortage of funds the pensions are cut down or discontinued. On
May 1, 1915 all but six of the pensions were discontinued. Most
of these v/ere restored on December 1, 1915. The allowances for
the pensions are provided for by a special tax according to the
state law and the county officials are not allowed to overdraw.
From December 1, 1915 to March 1, 1916 the county paid the
full amount of the pensions. On March 1, 1916, part of the pen-
sions were reduced. The county judge stated that he allowed the full]
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allowance to the families that appeared to be the most needy. Only
two of the eight families investigated received a full pension
on March first. Two families were reduced from $11.00 to ^8.00,
one from $14.00 to $10.00, one from $9.50 to $7.00, one from ^9.50
to $6.00, and one from $8.00 to $5.00 per month. The county judge
stated that all but a few pensions would be discontinued after the
next month(April) . The idea of granting the pension through the
winter months originated with the county judge who thought that
this was a good way to help more families than could be reached
if the pension were granted for the whole year. It appears that the
system of rating as well as the discontinuance of a large pro-
portion of the pensions every summer are both open to serious
ob ject ion.
In all of the eight cases studied the family contributes to
its own support. In one case the mother had two older children
who contributed $17.50 per week and in another case the family
contributed $15.00 per week to its own support. The other family
contributed about $5.00 each per week fe-i? thoi-r own support. In
one case the mother earned only $2.50 per week by washing. . She
also drew a pension of ^14.00. With this amount she had to pro-
vide for five children and their father who was totally disabled
with locomotor ataxia. One mother who has charge of a branch
store for a bakery and receives a commission on sales refused to
state how much she contributed to the family income. The family
lives in the back oi the store and there is nothing to indicate
that the family is in poverty or in need of a pension. In the
eight cases studied all but one of the mothers contributed to the
support of the family. In three of these cases the money was
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earned by taking in washing. When the mothers were asked if they
thought tne pension adequate, two replied in the affirmative aid
six in the negative. It appears that in three cases the pension is
adequate when the full allcv/ance is given and when supplemented
by the family earnings. In one case the family was in debt ^£50,
and in three other cases there were debts of about ^60.00. Three
families owed doctor bills, two owed store bills and one owed an
undertaker. In six of the cases the dependency of the family was
due to the death of the father. In one case the father was insane
and in another he was totally disabled. The length of time from
the date of dependency until the granting of the pension varies from
15 days to £ years and 3 months. In no case is the mother required
to keep itemised accounts of the money received and expended.
She draws her pension from the county and has the privilege of
spending it as she wishes. The county officials do not exercise
any authority over such matters. In St. Glair County 3 of the
eight families studied carried life insurance while only one in
nine in Kankakee County was insured.
In seven of the families studied in St. Glair County the
moral standard of the home was high. In the other case the moral
standard was not satisfactory. In this case the mother had lived
with her husband's people until after his death. Sometime after-
ward they moved her out because they claimed she was immoral. The
mother claimes that this was done merely to get rid of her. At
present the mother and her two children live in a very questionable
neighborhood and it was impossible to get any information on the
matter from the neighbors. This case was not investigated by the
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probation officer either before or after the pension was granted.
In only one case was the home found to he unsanitary. In this case
the condition was due both to poor housekeeping and to the building.
In all but one family the children were kept clean and presentable.
In two other families an improvement in this line would be desirable
Of the twenty-four children, for whom pensions were granted in
these eight families, three were found to be unhealthy. One boy
of thirteen years was troubled with the asthma and another boy of
twelve years was under-size and sickly. One baby of less than a
year old had tuberculosis which it had taken from its father, and
in the same family an older child had a deformed head. In five
eases it appeared that the children were far better off than trey
would be in an orphans' home. In two cases they were as well off
as they would be in an orphans' home and in one case the children
should be removed from the influence of the home and the mother.
In the eight families investigated there were fifteen children
of school age for whom pensions were granted. All of these children
attend school regularly. Eight of these fifteen children attend
the Catholic parochial schools, but in these cases the church does
not require tuition or fees. The other seven children attend the
public schools. In two families neither the mother nor the children
attend church. In the other six families the children that are old
enough attend church or Sunday School regularly. Three of the
mothers attend church regularly, two belong to the Roman Catholic
church and the other to the Presbyterian Church. In one family
the mother cannot attend church because of her husband who is
totally disabled. In this case the priest visits the home very
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often so that the family is closely connected with the church. Two
of the mothers belong to the German Evangelical Church hut they do
not attend regularly. In all cases where the family was connected
with a church the pastor stated that the family was deserving and
moral. Only one family v/as found where the children belonged to
clubs or organizations. In this case the children were members of
an organization in connection with the Catholic Church. Ho cases
were found where the boys were members of rough gangs or subject
to any other especially evil influence. There were no girls who
were wild or careless among those for whom the pension was granted.
In one family there was a tendency for an older girl to be wild
and careless and in another an older girl had an illegitimate
child.
Among the families investigated four of the mothers were born
in Illinois. Three had lived in St. Clair County for thirty- five
years and the other one for twenty-seven years. Two of the mothers
were foreign born, one coining from Scotland and the other from
Germany. One had been in the United States twenty-six years and
in the state and county for eighteen years. The other had been in
the United States fifty-two years and in the county twenty-seven
years. In both cases the mothers were citizens of the United
Stutes. Two of tne mothers were born in Missouri. One had been
in the state and county for nineteen years and the other for eight
years
.
In five of the eight cases studied there were others in tne
family besides the mother and the children for whom the pension
was granted. In one case the additional members were older
children of the mother. In another case the grandmother and the
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motner's sister lived with the family. In one case the mother's
uncle lived with the family, and in another the father lived at
home but was unsble to care for himself. In another case the
mother's older daughter and her illegitimate child, a hoy of nine
years, lived with the family. In four cases some of the additional
members contributed to the support of the family. In two cases
there were relatives of sufficient ability to contribute to the
support of the family. In one of these cases the probation
officer must have failed to get at the facts and in the other case
the probation officer had never made an investigation.
In conclusion there are a number of considerations upon which
special emphasis should be laid. There are certain conditions
whi ch are common to both Kankakee and St. Clair counties although
the law is administered far better in the former. This difference
in tne administration of the law appears to be largely due to the
position and ability of the probation officers. In one ease the
probation officer is an efficient social worker and receives a
sufficient salary to permit careful investigation, visitation and
proper supervision. In the other case the probation officers
have had no training in sociol work, and receive salaries too
small to permit a careful original investigation not to speak of
visitation and supervision. According to tie law the probation
officers are appointed by the court and the amount of their salary
is determined by the county board. Because of this last provision
r
it is possible for the county bo srd to handicap the court by not
allowing the probation officer a sufficient salary. It might be
advisable to amend the act so as to fix the minimum amount "per
diem" for this office. This would have a tendency to increase tne
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efficienoy of the officers and the court could "be more exacting in
its requirements. In counties like St. ©lair the court does not
require the probation officers to keep all of the provisions of
the law because lace would have to do so without compensation for
mjsr time and largely at Tars o1Bi-JB- wn expense. The lack of proper super-
sr
vision and dependence upon gifts of money or good without personal
cooperation is the principal cause for the failure of public
outdoor relief in England and in the United States, and only when
this evil has been remedied will such relief be successful. It
has been truly said that proper supervision is as essential to
poor relief as atemxnsl experience is to medical practice.
The idea of adequate relief which is one of the principles
of organized charity has not, as j7et, been established in public
outdoor relief. In Kankakee Connty as a general rule the pensions
were adequate when supplemented by the earnings of the family. In
some cases the pension should be increased but beca ise of set
A
rules it has not been done. In St. Glair County in half of the
cases investigated the pension was not adequate and would not be
even if it was continued throughout the year at the regular rate.
Also in this county there is a set rule regulating the amount of
relief to be given in each ease, which is even more objectionable
than that of Kankakee County. In both counties it would be advis-
able to abolish such rulings and allow the probation officer and
court to decide on the amount granted for each case. The pension
should be large enough when supplemented by the earnings of the
family to enable the mother and children to live respectably.
fcfc»-4^^e.ejpfr€enfrHkh^ with
Aj&^nd^nJ^yCjj XL8xo^jj^^^X^^^-^^ rid eirt c In all
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the cases invest igated, with one exception, the mothers seemed to
consider that the pension was a reward for service instead of public
relief. In one case however, the mother was very much chagrined
because she was forced to ask for a pension which she considered
public charity. In quite a number of cases the application for a
pension seemed to have been made simply because pensions were
available rather than because of the families' need of this part-
icular type of relief. This condition was not found in Kankakee
County because of the cooperation between the Associated Charities
and the County Court. In St. Clair County it would be possible
for the mother to receive a pension, relief from private agencies
and also relief from the overseer of the poor, because there is no
cooperation between the county court, the overseer and private
relief agencies. <&M-ss-»94r^£jagac^^
The provision that the allowance shall be granted only for
children under fourteen years of age is not entirely satisfactory.
The act does provide for children who are ill or incap£^jjpj%f* for
work until they are sixteen, but for normal children the allowance
is not granted for any above fourteen years. A number of children
were found in the families investigated who were over the age limit
but who were too small to work. In most of these cases the children
were attending school regularly and were making very good records.
It would seem advisable to raise the age limit-*- to sixteen years
for all children who were willing to attend school in case they
showed proper interest in their work. In the case of girls between
fourteen and sixteen years the court should decide as to the con-
1. Oklahoma Laws, 1913.
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tirmation of the pension.
Another recommendation which could be made is that the funds
to parents act he supplemented by an act to provide scholarships
for certain classes of dependent children in order for them to se-
cure a certain amount of vocational or business education. There
are certain classes of dependent children who will be dependent
upon public relief during their entire life unless special pro-
vision is made for them. In one crse investigated a pension was
given for a boy of fifteen years because he was crippled. This boy
was unable to do manual work as he had a bent arm, in which the
joint was stiff, and a deformed hip. He was a boy of exceptional
ability and had made excellent grades in his school work. If he
could be given some business training he would soon be able to
support himself as well as contribute to the support of the family.
Some objection has been raised to the provision in the law
which prohibits the pensioned mother from owning any reel or persona]
property other than household goods. It appears that a mother
with dependent children, who has a small home but no means of
support, should receive a pension if she conforms to the other
requirements of tne law. In a case of this kind the pension could
be less as there would be no rent to pay. In rural communities
the ownership of a cow might materially increase the amount that
the family could contribute to its own support, and this would also
permit a reduction in the pension. In one case of those investigated
the mother inherited sufficient money with which to purchase a
little home. Because of this inheritance the pension was discon-
tinued but was granted again in a few months after the family had
spent the money. It certainly would have been a better plan to
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have continued the pension at a reduced rate and allowed the mother
to own her home.
On the whole it seems that the funds to parents' act of
Illinois has not been successful. In some counties as in Kankakee
and McLean the law has "been administered by highly trained officials
with a considerable degree of success, but even in these counties
the best results have not been obtained because of certain pro-
visions of the law and set rulings of the court. In other counties
as in St. Glair and MgtdisoB the law has proved to be a complete
failure, because of the shortage of funds and the application of
none of the principles ox organized charity. There are at present
about seventy-five counties where the mothers' pension law is in
effect. In the administration of this lav/ Cook bounty is in a
class by itself. In most of the other counties it appears that
the only change the law has brought about is in the name of the
relief, there being no change in the systems or methods of poor
relief.
If the law is to remain in force it should be amended so
as to practically insure well trained probation officers, sufficient
salaries for such officers, adequate relief, and careful super-
vision of the beneficiaries. If these changes cannot be made, it
would be better to abolish the law than to have it continue as it is
now administered. At present the law does not prohibit the most
common evils of public non- institutional relief. It was shown that
both in England and the United States the failure of public out-
door relief was due primarily to the lack of the personal element,
which can be furnished only by officials of adequate and special
training who have sufficient time to devote to the cases under their
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care. This failure was due in a minor degree to the granting of
inadequate relief. In counties in Illinois where these defects
have "been eliminated the mothers' pension law has given a fair
amount of satisfaction. At each session of the legislature the
law has been improved "but there is still room for further ad-
vantageous amendment. Even where this piece of experimental
legislation has "been perfected as far as possible, it will be no
substitute for a more complete program of social legislation which
would go far toward preventing the necessity of alleviating
social want. Compulsory state insurance against death, sickness,
accident and unemployment as is now in vogue in Germany"*" and
2
England would lessen the need of all non-insti tuti onal relief
and would reduce the number of mothers in need of pensions.
1. Part I.
2. Part II.
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man
Illinois
woman
Wisconsin.
JRace LengtiL._of
state
White...
-White -
city
time in H
U, S.
IX yra IT yra
Natural i aati &n
1st papers
2nd papers
Relatives
Name Address Kinship
_.
_ Sister
to Occupation Income No*, in family
Mis ,£ . Looker .-JEg_U—
A. fi. Sells "
1__ 3
Father _X_ Salesman ? I
—

6C
h
urch or cunday Schp o 1 Minister
man
roman
Baptist
children
«
Rev
. Mercer
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address Ca-paei ty
Dependency of family due to? Death of the father.
Date? Oct
.
13 1913.
Pension granted Jan. 33 1916 for the second time. The pension
was granted before but was discontinued when the mother
inherited some money with which 3he paid debts and kept the
family for a few months.
Address- 901 N.Harrison St. Kankakee 111

In ver t: gai en anc_ S xpervlsj or
1. 3y whom was the investigation con ducted? . .Probation »0£f i-csr . .
8» Is there regular authorized visitation? . Xe 9 . By whom?. . .
3. Does the mother make regular reports tc the oourt? . Monthly . .
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials? . . Yea . » , . .
Earning Powe r and Pcnsi cn
1. Could the mother support the family without the pensicn if not
required to remain at home? ... Ho
2. Would it be possible without Taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . . .No.
3.. Has c.ny member of the family unused earning power? . . .No, .
4* Is there a tendency t« a pauper attitude of mind? . . . No . , .
5. What pension is ^riven? I.5.jpe.r .month Sox .each child under. L4 yr.s.
6* H»w much does the family contribute to its own support? 50. w£^
7» Does the mother consider the pension adequate? . . N.o * l
Investigator's idea? . . .Ye.a
9. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . .Ye.a
Home Conditions
a. High?* . X. . . . c . .
1. Ivioral standard of the home - - - - - K Not seriously un-
• satisfactory? ,
Indicate class by x c. Low (Ca-ldren should
be moved)? ......
2. Is the home unsanitary? . $o. * if so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the building and surroundings? . .
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . .Yeja .......
4. Are the children healthy? > . .Ye* . . . If not, nature and \
cause of ill health?
, .
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's £ome? '.Yea. .

Social Conditions
Are all the children of school age kept in school? • ?e.6 .
If not> why not? .'
Z« Do the Jifeiiker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . , Chi.ldjren . Yee
3. Do the children beltng tc clubs and organizations? . No. .
B.;i;ie and nature «f organization? . . . .
4, - Are the boys ..members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . Np ...... . Its nature? . . ,
b* Is there a tendency for the girls to "be wild and

are Mo,
„ 3 JannuBch
Social state? Widow_
pDate of
j
Occupa-
Firstnames I birth ' tion t/j
.
scnool
Mar.3 fiy-u:
Fred
j
Insur-
Earnsi anoe
Wan
g:cade
;CbV
l_Fred
woman
j
1
Deoeased.,
i
|
i
1. Lydia
children
3 /I0/83 j
i
Marguerite / 5/07 . ... 3rd - J
4 Herbert 13/16/09 Snd
iFloyd
i
3 /IO/II !
6j3ernice
!
r
Amt".
Womaaas first
Lydia
|Mentai~and phys-
deal defects
and illiteracy
'Prein, '
|
§nlao^Kef
s
in family
8_
9
4-~ ship , mm.
—I....
Other sources
of income
Amt. Debts to Amt
.
For
None
Birthplace
man
Illinois
woman
Illinois
Race LejiglJiof t.^Trifi in
White
White
cixy state U. S.
JIatuxaJ 3 zati
papers
2nd papers
Name Address Kinship
_
to
3
Occupation Income No. in family
H_.Volkmann KKK,
_
Father Bricklayer ? 3

10
Church or Sunday S3hu 1 Ivlinis^er
man
v;oman
St. Johns Evangelical Rev.Hoeffe r
children
!
I
Agencies and A rsons
;
Interested Address
i
Capacity
.je -pendency of family que to? Death of the fa.thftr
March 29 19 14
Pension granted Jan. 15 1916.

II
In v o : 1 1 gd i.cn anc b xucrvis.' or
1. 3y whom was the investigation conducted? . Pxoba.t ipn. Officer. . .
2. Is there regular authorized visitation? . Yea'. By whom?.
n
. .
»
3, Does the mother make regular reports tc the court? . Mpn^h^y. . .
4, Does the mother cooperate with "the officials? . . X^P
Earning Powe r and Penal cn
1. Could the mother support the family without the pensicn if not
required to remain at home? . . . No
2, Would it be possible without taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . . $0
3> Has o.ny member of the family unused earning power? ..90,..,
4w Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . . .No . . .
5; What pensien is fc iven? •. $5. per .month .for . each child.. ....
6. How much does the family contribute to its own support?
7. Does the mother consider the peneiofc adequate? - ,Ye9. 1
Investigator 1 s idea? » . . .Y&a. . . .
8« Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . Ye § . . . •.
Heme Conditions
a. High?. . . . . .? .X. .
It Mural standard of the home ----- b* Net seriously un-
satisfactory?. . . .« „
Indicate class by x c. Lew (Cc-ldren should
be moved ) ? . . . . . .
2. Is the home unsanitary? . N.0 . . if so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.' ding and surroundings?' .. .......
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . . Y,ea
4.' Are the children healthy?' f . Yea ... If not, nature and
cause of ill health? . . . . . .' ' .' ..
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's jnome? % Yes. . .

Social Conditions
12
1, are all the children of school age kept in school? . . Y.ea.
. If not, why not?
2. Do the mto&her and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . . QhUdjren . Jes
3. Do the children belong to clubs and organizations? . No. .
N.. re and nature «f organization?
4. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . J^o. ...... Its nature? » . , .
& Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and

are Mo.
- 4 I
Social state
Normandin
Mans fire's
!
Alfred
13
Ethel
Widcw.
,
PI)ate of j Occupa-* f i Insur-
birth i tion or I 'Earasl ance
3cnooi
itan
^Alfred
woman
I, Ethel
thildren
,
Alfred
g:c ade
'Co.
Deceased.
\
1
Works in!
2/20/94 laundry
;
#6 . wk
4/-I7/I5
—
)
f
5_
6
I
fSlaoiSef
s
m family
8JMr8..MpWhori[er
I
._. j
Other sources
of income
_
None
Amt"
[Mental and phys-
ical defects
and Illiteracy
"
'Preiii,
Kin-
ship
mot-
her
. iSu^iSn"to pEo iam.
3
.1. none
Amt. Debts to
ILerchant-
Amt
$35,
For
.Clothes.
Birthplace
man
Illinola
woman
..White.
Race JLengthof_time
city state
White LS__yri._8yx*
U. S.
Natural j 7,atn £p
st papers
2nd papers
Name Address Kinship
Relatives
to Occupation Income JSDj_._in_family
_
V

14
C hurch or Sunday Schu g 1
^ ,
Minister
man
: oman
St .Rose Catholic A JCL Granger
children
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address Ca-oaci ty
_je -pendency of family due to? Death of the father
,
Date? Sept. 17 1914.
Pension granted Jan. 24 1916.
This case is an exception. The mother works at a laundry-
six days a week and lives with her mother. The grand-
mother takes care of the child during the mothers absence.
Address- E.Charles St. Kankakee 111.

J5
In : t i ga i en anc_ b xuli'Vls; or
1. 3y whom was the investigation conducted? . P,roba,tipn. Officer. . ,
2. Is there regular authorized visitation? . Yes, . By whom?, . »
3> Does the mother make regular reports t«c the court? , Mpn.th,Ly. . ,
4, Does the mother cooperate with the officials? . . XQ£ » . . . .
Earning Powe r and P v' nsi cn
It Could the mother support the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? ~ . . Yes
2, yVould it be oossible without xaking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . .. ^9 -
St Has <^ny member of the family unused earning power? . ?°.
4. Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . . ^? . . . .
5-
. What pension is t iven? P,$9 per jponth for pne child . .
6-
. How much does the family contribute to its own support? |6 4 0p wk.
7-
. Does the mother consider the -oension adequate? . -Yes » 1
Investigator's idea? . . Yes .
8» Does the mother keep an itemized aocount of money received and
expended? . •. Yes ... ... .„
Heme Conditions
a. High' .-7 ? ...
1. Moral standard cf the home b» Not seriously un-
satisfactory?, ..
Indicate class by x c. Low (Ct:_ldren should
be moved)? . . . „
2. Is the home unsanitary? -. -.H$ . If so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui„' ding and surroundings? -»........
3 e Are the children kept clean and presentable? . .Yea. ,
4. Are the children healthy? f .Yes. ... if not, nature and \
cause of ill health? ............
5-. Are the children better oif than in an orphan's Jiome? . Yes . .

16
Soci al Conditions
|« 4re all the children of school age '.iept in school? . . i
f . . If not, why not? • » • » » •
2. Do the mto&her and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . .Yes. ....
3. Do the children belong tc clubs and organizations? ....
EL re and nature of organization?
4. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? .... Its nature? ......
5« Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless?

are !$o*
5 I . Kraft
Social abate?
nUate of
j
Qccupa-
birth i tion or
school
Mar.3 fin
I Herman
! Insur-
Earnsl ance
17
worn*
Almira
ifan
1 Herman
woman
2^ Almira
hildren
I Hazel
grade
"Co.
i Alfred
.
r_ Ire
6 Ruth
8fil
a
oiner8
in family
8_.
9
Other sources
of income
Mothe r washes
4/33/71;
_6/_3/02, 7th
4/17/04; 5th_
Amt\
IMental and phys -
iical defects,
and "illiteracy
Prank" 1
Insane
i
j ..
4/ 7/10
2/30/01 : 7th
f -
Kin-
ship to [to tarn,
Amt.
J5.0Q wk
Debts to
None
Amt,. For
Birthplace
man
Illinois
woman
Race _Lengthof
White
Illinois [White
1
20 yrl&> .
city state
m
U. S*
—natural 1 zati
papers
2nd papers
Relatives
Name Address
y- — . . i
Kinship to Occupation Income No. in family
tl.Briggs- Antioch— _ Eather
- Father -
_2_ Laborer ? I
Laborer ? 2

Church or Sunday Schu gl
man
Minister
"Oman
Episcopal R.Rowley
children
1
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address Ca-oaci ty
Dependency of family due to? Insanit y of the father,
Date? Oct. 10 1914.
Pension granted Dec. 2 1915.
The father died at the State Hospital after the pension
had been granted.
The mother is allowed to wash away from home on 4 days
each week. She returns in the afternoon before the
children come home from school. The youngest child is
cared for by his grandmother while the mother washes.
Address- 786 S.Elm Ave. Kankakee 111.
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Inver t i&a icti anc_ b ^jli-vls: or
1. 3y v.'hom was the investigation conducted? . Probation Officer . *
£„ Is there regular authorized visitation? . Yep . By whom?* .
>
3, Does the mother make regular reports tc the oourt? . Monthly t m
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials? » . 7©P
Earning Powe r and Pcnsi en
1* Could the mother support the family without the pensicn if not
required to remain at home? . . . No
2. fould it be possible without "caking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she n»w does? . . $0.
3. Has c,ny member of the family unuskd earning power? . .Nq , . . .
4. Is there a tendency t« a pauper attitude of mind? . . No . . . .
5. vThat pension is £iven? 85, per .month .for . each child under I4.yrs.
6. H»w much does the family contribute to its own support?
?« Does the mother consider the pension adequate? . .Yes. 1
Investigator's idea? . . Yes .
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . .Yes
Home Conditions
a. High? ? ? *
1. Moral standard of the home ----- b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. . ... c
Indicate class by x c. Lev: (Cti.l&re.n should
be moved)? ......
2. Is the home unsanitary? .Ho. , If so, is It due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.'ding and surroundings?
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . Xes ......
4. Are the children healthy?
,
. Yea ... If not, nature and \
cause of ill health?
,
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's Jiome? . Yes. . .

Social Conditions
AT,e all the children of school age -iept in school? • Je»8 ...
If not, why not?.
Do the bilker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? , .Children . .Yes
Do the children beleng tc clubs and organizations? . F°. •
-e and nature otf organization? ....... , .
Are the "boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? .. Nq ........ . Its nature?
Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless?. ... No . .

e IfG,
6
.
Fennell
Mar.3 fl'Ly u
I George
Womarvs first
Elizabeth
Mental and phys-
jioal defects
'and Illiteracy
21
Social s bate? Widow
Firstnames
Date of
|
Occiupa-
(
I Insur-
drth i tion •/r | Earnd an ce
lilan
"
George
.
.
woman
^EQJLzabeth
hildren
Effi e
4 Violet
scnool
grade
"Co.
Deceased. L
5/15770
-4/22/03, 6th . 4
Amt* r i em 4
N.ii.Y.
7/ 8/06 4th
JL Thomas (II/ 15/08
6_„ Genevieve; 1/25/12
I at
|
L
in family
t
;
St eno-
i
!
8_ Blossom
|
7/31/97 ,SraPher ! f7jtWk
Kin
shijo to SffSSrto tarn.
Other sources
of income
Amt. Debts to
Store, by hnahand
Amt.
$50.
For
Painters
supplies
Birthplace
man
Wisconsin
woman
Race
White
Scotland [Whit e [5 yrei, 33 yrm
jVmagfh r>f time in
cixy
33 yra-
Nat/nrRl ] zati vm
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address
£.. Fennell KKIU—
M^StemhPrg Fult on (Daughter--
_
Relatives
Kinship
Son
Jo.
2
Occupation
Switchman
Income
Not
regular
No* in family
_

22
Church or Sunday Sahu o I Mini ster
man
v?oman
Ch ri st X an C.g.Ragadale
children
Agencies and Persons
Interested Addre ss
j
Ca-oacity
dependency of family que to? Death of the father
Date? July 21 .1915.
Pension granted July 29 1915.
Address- 105 E. Chestnut St. Kankakee 111.

33
In ;e? t i &a T- 1-"^ iiPL b xTjerv'LS j or
1, 3y vhom was the investigation con ducted? , Probation Officer . „
2„ Is there regular authorized visitation? . .Yes. By whom?. .
3. Does the mother make regular reports tt the court? . Monthly . .
4, Does the mother cooperate with the officials? >. ,Yes
Earning Powe r and Pension
l f Could the mother support the family without the pensicn if not
required to remain at home? . . . No
2, Would it be oossible without "caking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . .No m
3, Has ^ny member of uhe family unuskd earning power? .No. . . . • .
4, Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . .No ....
5, vThat pension is given? $5. per .month . for. each child under I4,yrs.
6, How much does the family contribute to its own support? $4, wlc, ,
7* Does the mother consider the pension adequate? *Y$s. . 1
Investigator 1 s idea? . .Yes. .
8* Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . Yes . ^ . . . .
Home Conditions
a.. High?. . . , . . 7 X .
1. Iuioral standard of the home 4 b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. . ... ,
Indicate class by x c. Low (Cu.l&ren should
be moved)? ......
2. Is the home unsanitary? ..No . * If so, is it du© to poor house-
keeping or to the bui ding and surroundings? »
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . Yes .
4. Are the children healthy? f . . Yes ... If not, nature and
cause of ill health? .
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's |iome? Yes . , »

34
Social Conditions
1* Are all the children of school age kept in school? . Je*.. .
• • If not, why not? , ..
2. Do the mfciiker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . . Children . 2® 8
3. Do the children belong t<; clubs and organizations? . . .
M~.!"e and nature 'of organization? ,.«...
4. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . ?°. Its nature? . . . * . .
5> Is there a tendency for the girls to be mid and
careless?-. . NP

are Mo
7
35
Erzinger
Social state? widow
PHate of
j
OooTtpa-
[
birth i tion or i Earns!
school '
iMar.3 fire
Fred
Vvomans first
Firstnames
Insur-
an ce
tilan
1 Fred
woman
fL Agatha
children
& Thftlma-
Leona
!
grade
Deceased*..
G LA/7*
.£ /_II/03 6th
I-/S4/05 3rd
L. Philip 5 /.-2./08:
£_Marie_ j£_/aa/0_9i ,2nd
Telephone
1 Ida Bell
j
10/ 3/93
[ _
ers j i operator :$6.wkm family
8^-Raynard |4 /26/96i Laborer 113.l)( Son
!
• Office
£ .Fred I0/ 5/99j boy ll4.5<
_
Agatha
Men t al~and "phyF-
-
ical defects
and illiteracy
Kin-
ship to *Jj_^am_._
Daut
. 3 , $3.wk.
2.:..|6.wk.
Other sources
of income
Amt, Debts to Aint • For
Undertaker *60,
Husbands
funeral.
Birthplace
man
-Illinois.-.
woman
Illinois,,,
Leng
city
t±L._of_time_in
state
I U. S.
.natural i aatl vm
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Addre s s
J.W.Adam a KKK^_
JLJUAdama
Relatives
-Father -
Brothex
to
._a_
3
Occupation Income No. in family
_J^aborer $35.raorj th I
Clerk $I2. wk . 7
-2— Laborer $K).wk, _6

C hurch or Sunday Sahu g
1
man
Minis wfer
woman
St. Rose Cathnllff A. D. Granger
children
Svang&lical S .s. Rev, R. Rilling
Agencies and Persons
Interes ted Address
,
[ Capacity
dependency of fairily que to? Death of the father.
Date? May 5 I9T5t
Pension granted Oct. 16 1915.
There are two children living at home who are not named
in the table above, Dorthy aged 19, and Frank aged 16. At
present they are both out of work.
Address- 429 S.Wildwood Ave. Kankakee 111
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In /e? ti ga i cn ajic_ b ^utrvls:- or
1. 3y whom was the investigation conducted? . Probation Officer . .
2 a Is there regular authorized visitation? - J©£ . By whom?, . ,
3. Does the mother make regular reports to the court?' .Monthly. . ..
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials? - . Yes, .....
Earning Power and Pension
1, Could the mother support the family without the pens icn if not
required to remain at home? ... No
£. wfould it be possible without "caking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? » . Vo , .
3* Has c.ny member of the family unused earning power? . Yes .Si.
4» Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . . No . . . .
5. What pension is fc iven? $5- p^r. month, for. each child under I4.yrs.
6.. How much does the family contribute to its own support? .$10. wk-
7» Does the mother consider the pension adequate? . No. . 1
Investigator's idea? . . Jee . . . .
8» Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . 7ep ..... f
Esme Conditions
a-. High?.
1. Moral standard of the home ----- b-. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. . X. . a
Indicate class by x c. Lew (C.._ldren should
be moved)? ......
2. Is the home unsanitary? . -No. . If so, is it due to pcor house-
keeping or to the bui. ding and surroundings?
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . .Yes, ,
4. Are the children healthy? « .Yes. , . . if not, nature and \
cause of ill health?
.
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan 1 s jjome? • Yes . .

Social Conditions
, _i.re all the children of school age kept in school? . .Ye.8 , .
If nox, why not?
2. Do the Jitofcher and children attend Sunday School -and church
regularly? . . Y.ea ....
3» Do the children beleng to clubs and organizations? . No. .
BLire and nature of organization? » « • • «
4. ^re the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil Influence? . . • No „ Its nature? . . * , .
5« Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and

para ISTo,
8 Rittmanic
Mars firts
I <Tohn Anna
firs l-
Social state? Widow
Date of
i
Ocdttpa-"
f
Firstnames
Wan"
John
woman
L_ Anna.
_
children
g John
I Frank
birth
! Insur-
tion or j Earnd anoe
scnool
g:c ade
'Go.
1/23/78!
5. /J8/0.0.
8 /T9/0T
[Mental and phys-
ical defects
'and illiteracy
AmtT 'PremY
1 N.^Y,
JL Anthony 6 /33/0
3
JL__Leo i3 /30/05
1 Helen 7/6 /06
&laoi5lf s
in family
8_.George 4 /'I /08
6th !
r
3rd
3nd
Kin-
ship
CrlppledL
Under s ize.
/O to lam.
Other sources
of income
Amt. Debts to Amt. For
None None
Birthplace
man
-Austria
woman
Austria
Race Length__QfLtiirie_ln^
White
White
city state
IX-jda-IVyrel. I9yrs.
u. s.
Natural i zati
1st papers
1908
2nd papers
I9II
Relatives
Name Address Kinship to Occupation Income No. in family
V.Stier ? Brother
-3— U.S. Soldier ? I

Church or Sunday Scfro ol
man
Minister
woman
St .Joseph Cathol 1n
children
M* Granger
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address i Capacity
Dependency of family cue to? p efl,t h qf t&e f»th»r
Date?
Pension granted Oct. I 1914.
A pension is giv.en for John, the eldest boy who is 15,
because he is crippled. He is a boy of exceptional
ability and if he could be given some business education
would soon be able to support the family.
Address- Bradley 111.
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In 7e r t i &a ic n apx_ b s.ijtvv ls:< or
1. 3y whom was the investigation conducted? . Probation Qff.ic.ei: . .
2. Is there regular authorized visitation? . . By whom?, .
3. Does the mother make regular reports t* the court? . Moathi y. . ..
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials? .. N.0 ..... .
Earning Powe r and Pcnsi cn
1, Could the mother support the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . $0 . .
2. vVould it be possible without taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she n^w does? . . No ....... .
3«> Has asy member of the family unused earning power? .Yes. Frank.-.
4. Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . Yes ....
5. "(That pension is given? 1.5. per .month . for. six. children. • •
6. How much does the family contribute to its own support? .None , .
7. Does the mother consider the pension adequate? . Uo . . I
Investigator 1 s idea? . .Yes
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . ~ .Yes
Home Conditions
a.. High?.
1. Moral standard of the home - - w - - b« Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. . A. a
Indicate class by x c. Low '( Cu-ldren should
be moved)? . . . . . .
2. Is tho home unsanitary? . Yes. , if so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.'ding and surroundings? Ppor housekeeping
3 e Are the children kept clean and presentable? . Yes
4. Are the children healthy? f Yes .... If not, nature and \
..... \
cause of ill health?
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's |iome? .Yes, . .
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Social Conditions
1, Are all the children of school age Irept in school? . Yes . .
• If not, why not? . .
2. , Do the m&iiker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . . Yee ....
3. Do the children "belong to clubs and organizations? . Ho . .
IT re and nature of organization?
4. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . .No. • Its nature? ........
5« Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless? . . ,^0. fc
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are Uo.
_ 9 Lucas
D.3 Z.XT
Thomas
Womcins first
..__Jc-8ephine_
Firsthames
Social state?_ Widow.
Date of )coTipa« \ l Insur-
"birth tion or \ Earns! an ce
school i
ffian
LjThomas
woman
2__Jo_sephine
thildren
,
Werit t
4 Homer
grade
rco.
Deceased.
|
!
1
7/31/8 1;
i
.
|
——*
—
5/14/02, 7th
.
.JI,50wk
ILThomas
6_
I
_
in family
Nelson
9
1^17/05 6£h |t.I.50w>__-
3/.5/II;
r
!
Machinist 1
Kin-
ship
None
Amt~
(Mental and phys-
ical defects
'and "illiteracy
P'rem,
Asthma.
fn ippn"to [to lam.
.1.5 .wk.
Other sources
of income
Amt. Dehts to Amt * For
.Mother, washes HQ. Practice -
Boys earn $3. per wk; , Grocer $38.
Birthplace
man
Race
city
-Illinois
_
woman
113 inr>i a 167X8.,
r state
i nip i ri
u. s. 1st papers
*l———
2nd papers
Relatives
Name Address Kinship to Occupation Income No« in family
0^ Math son Bradlftj _ father
-
Plqw-maJcer^$15. wk. II

34
Church or Sunday Scfro g 1 Ministeru -J - „ i
man
woman
Attends United Erothern Pev. Codtf
children
Baptist S. S.
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address
!
Capacity
Dependency of family que to? peath Qf th fl fat,her
Date? Jan. II 19 13.
Pension granted Aug. 30 1913.
Address- Bradley 111

35
large 7-ti ga i c n b xijfc rvLSj or
1. 3y ^hom was the Investigation conducted? - Probation Qffic-er . .
£ Is there regular authorized visitation? „Ye:s. „ By whom?. T . .
3, Does the mother make regular reports t-c the court? .Monthly. . .
4, Does the mother cooperate with the officials? . . .Yes
Earning Powe r and Pcnsi cn
1. Could the mother support the family without the pensi«n if not
required to remain at home? » » $o
2. Would it be possible without Taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she n«w does? . . NQ
S3.. Has any member of uhe family unus&d earning power? , . 9o.» . . .
4< Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . . .No . , .
5, vThat pension is fc iven? $5, per .for .each. ch41d under J4.yrs, . .
6.. Haw much does the family contribute to its own support? $IQ«Yfk* .
7., Does the mother consider the -pension adequate? . . % \
Investigator's idea? . . Yes .... . .
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . .Yes. ......
Heme Conditions
a. High?. . . . . .7 .x .
1, Loral standard of the home ----- b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. . ... ,
Indicate class by x c. Low (Cu.ldren should
be moved)? ......
2, Is the home unsanitary? .Nq , .If so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.. ding and surroundings?
3, Are the children kept clean and presentable? . . Y®§ ......
4, Are the children healthy? . $0 If not, nature and \
cause of ill health? .. Eldest .child .has .tb,e .asthma
5, Are the children better off than in an orphan's Jjome? Xea. . »

36
Social Conditions
L* .ire all the children of school age kept in school? . Uo . . .
* If not, why not? Oldest .boy has .poor health* .
2, " Do the mtofolaer and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . ,No .... *
3. Do the children belong to clubs and organizations? .Yes . .
N.re and nature of organization? . . Boy Scouts.- . *• <
4%. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . No Its nature? .• . . . . .
5« Is there a tendency for the girls to be v.did and
careless? ...... . . .

10
j,v:za.?i\i?.
Sheridan
Mans fir
John
37
worn; tirs g
Margaret
Social state? Widow.
pDate of j Ocoir.oa- [
Firs tiiames
Wan
L_. Robert
woman
Margaret
children
j Ruth
I Alicia
! Insur-
birth ! tion or i Earnd an oe
scnool
g:?ade
i "jCo.
i
1
;
i
. Deceased.
j
j
Night
IP/_5/8Itelephone $32.50 U-
operator I
6
./34/04.. 6th ..J
5 Jane
6_
7
II/35/0£ 4ti^
10/13/09 1st
Anrtf.
[Mental and phys-
ical defects
'and Illiteracy
t
-hers Im family
8jLBresnahan
Kin-
ship
Mot-.
j
her
feie-
to
2.1.
Other sources
of' income
Amt* Debts to Amt. For
— None Doctor £60. Practice
Birthplace
man
Illinois
woman
Illinois
Rac e Length_._Qf time in
35xral
state U. S.
Natnral 3 aatl An
papers
2nd papers
Relatives
Name Address Kinship to Occupati on Income No* in family

38
Church or Sunday Schu ol Minister
man
T'onian
CathoHn T.S.Bannpn
children
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address l Capacity
dependency of fairily due to? Death of the father,
Date? March 7 1912.
Pension granted May 22 1914.
At the time the investigation was made Mrs. Sheridan
• s sister
was in the hospital and had left four children for her to
care for. The father of the children was out of work and could
not contribute anything toward their support. This additional
burden was placed upon the mother at the same time that the
pension was reduced. The pension is adequate only when paid
in full and supplemented by the earnings of the mother.
Address- 3217 E. State St. East St. Louis 111.

39
Love zt i ga ic n a_nc_ b xpe rvisj or
1, 3y v,hom was the investigation conducted? . None. made
2 U Is there regular authorized visitation? .No . , By whom?. . . .
3, Does the mother make regular reports tp the court? , .No . . .
4, Does the mother cooperate with the officials? ..»...»..
Earning Powe r and P ; nsi cn
1. Could the mother sup-port the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . .No . . . ,
,
2. Would it he possible without Taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? ....... .No . .
3. Has any member of the family unusad earning power? . . . .No, . ..
4. Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? , . . . If© . .
5. What pension is given? ill.per month. .Cut .to $8 .per .month
.
6» How much does the family contribute to its own support
7* Does the mother consider the pension adequate? .No. . 1
Investigator 1 s idea? . . .Yes. ... . .
8, Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? ., No ..... f ,
Home Conditions
a. High?,
- ¥ •
1, Moral standard of the home b#- Wot seriously un-
satisfactory?. . . . o ,
Indicate class by x c, Lew (C>.:-ldren should
be moved)? ......
2, Is the home unsanitary? . No. . If so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.'. ding and surroundings? ,.*..»..
3, Are the children kept clean and presentable? . .Yee .
4, Are the children healthy? f .Y§s. ... If not, nature and
cause of ill health? , . .
5, Are the children better off than in an orphan's Jjome? ,Yes , . .
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Social Conditions
1% .ire all the children of school age kept in school? . Yes . .
. . . ..... If not', why not?
2. Do the mtoihher and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? .Yes
3. Do the children belfcng to clubs and organizations? .Yqs . .
N-.r e and nature of organization? . Xn .connect ion with .the .church.
4. Are the hoys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? * ........ . Its nature? .... . . . .
.,,
5* Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless?
. .
.No .........
1
are HSo*
II Jackson
Har.3 firs':
Robert
woman?
_Mary
:irs c
41
Social state? Widow.
|
Date of I Ocdupa-' \ I Insur-
Firsthames I birth ! tlon or i Eamsl ance
scnool
Wan
l_.Robert
woman
£_ Mary
hildren
Leona
Mary
g:c ade
'Co.
10/35/78
6 8th
8 /I /Q7 3rjL
Kin-
ship
SL Loretta I0/6_/Q8 2nd
i
;
r
6_ Margaret ;3 /ZZ/1I
j J
1 Iaabell .10/39/13
[
m family
I
'
i8_.WUliam jll/I /95 ; Laborer
j
$10.wk
Q Meat , Daut [1 Virginia 1 /36/97 Packer &7.50Wk
Son
Amt\
[Mental and phys-
jical defects
'and illiteracy
"Frem,""!
to
.2.J.I0. wk,
Other sources
of income
.11one
Arnt
.
Debts to
Grocer
Aint
.
$50.
For
Birthplace
man
Iowa. _ ._.
woman
Sootland
. .|_Wh_ilje_
Race Len
g
White
city
iL_Qf time, in _
state U« S«
I8yrj. S6yre
Natural i zati an
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address
R^jACkjson Belleville Father
R^Eilliamaon E.St.
-E.St.
W. Williamson E.St.]j. Brother
Relatives
Einsh ip to Occupation
Brother
JExorthex
2
Jlinan
Miner
Miner
Miner
Income
$15. wk
t!8. wk
liau wk
No » in family
2

42
Church or Sunday S_3ho ol
t
Minister
man
woman
Presbyterian Rev, Paul Ellet
children
n n
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address Capacity
Dependency of family due t«?
r Death of th e fath e r
Pate? Aug:. 6 1914.
Pension granted Aug. 21 1914.
There appears to be some extravagance in the mode of living
of the family. They live in a very nice house in a respectable
neighborhood, which is a good thing for the girls, but the rent
bill takes a large part of the family earnings. Because of
this they are continually in debt to the grocer. The mothers
brothers are able to contribute to her support but refuse
because they think she is proud and extravagant. The mother
has a sister who helps buy clothes for the children. The
family could easily do without the pension.
Address- 721 N. 27th St. East St. Louis 111.

43
In ye?, bi ga icn anc_ b ^pei'Visi' or
1. 3y whom was the Investigation conducted? - P^qb^t kori Qf£ic.er. .. .
2„ Is there regular authorized visitation? .- No . . By whom?* .- . .
3. Does the mother make regular reports to the court? « .Na . . •
,
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials? .........
Earning Powe r and Pension
1.. Gould the mother support the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . .Na ............
2. i/7ould it be possible without "caking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . . .No. ....... t
3»- Has ^ny member of the family unused earning power? , , Np . .. ... 9
4* Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? .. . No.. .. .. .
5.., What pension is given? $£4.jper month., .Cut ,ta $JQ..p«r. month, .
6. How much does the family contribute to its own support? $I2.J50wk..
7v Does the mother consider the pension adequate? , Np . . 1
Investigator's idea? . . Yjes.
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . No .-
Home Conditions
a. High?.. » . . . ..X..
1« Moral standard of the home ----- b, Not seriously un-
satisfactory?,. ..... ,
Indicate class by x e- Low (Ccl&ren should
be moved)? .......
2. Is the home unsanitary? . No. . If so,, is it dujr to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.'ding and surroundings? .• . .. . ... .
3,. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . • TjP.8.
4.v Are the children healthy?
,
Je? .... If not,, nature and
cause of ill health? .............. .. ^ ...... .
5.. Are the children better off than in an orphan's Jjoine? .-Y$s. .

44
Social Conditions
1, .ire all the children of school age kept in school? • vep . .
If not, why not?
.._
. . . .
2„ Do the mtoiker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . Je#
3» Do the children beleng to clubs and organizations? . .No .
Hure ;ind nature of organization? .......
4. Are the "boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . .No Its nature? .......
5« Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless? . . »No

are
-
IS
I
.
Social state';
Firstnames
Man
woman
% Minnie,
children
ft Frank
Bl©vin8
Widow,
Rpy .Minnie
45
Date of | Occupa-
"birth i tion or
,
scnool
I Insur-
Earnd ance
grade
"boT Amt'
[Mental and phys-
iical defects
'and illiteracy
4 Earl
£
B
^lao^liers
in family
8
9
Deceased,
io/ae/91
2/6../ 13
2L/I8/I&-
h-
Qther sources
of income
_Mc thar
_waah.ea Li4_50__wk
Amt.
Kin-
ship
'Frem,"~!
'
.Reformed
_head
to |Co xam.
-4-
Dehts to
None
Amt. For
Birthplace
man
woman
Missouri
Race_
White--
White
_Len
g
th of time in
cixy state U. S.
natural i zati -an
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address
J.Whitt imor e Alton
C.Blevine E.St.L.
Relatives
Kinship to Occupation Income No. in family
Father 2 Painter ? 5
Father I Switchman $3$. wk. 7
V

46
C hurch or Sunday Schu o 1 Minister .
man
woman
Methodist A.Niokeraon
children
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address
!
!
Capacity
St .Vincent de Pau] East St.I.cuia Bought coal.
Dependency of fairily due to? Death of the father.
Date? Aug. 2 1915.
Pension granted Feb. 10 1916.
The mother lived with her husbands people until his death.
Then they moved her out because they claimed she was im-
moral. The mother lives in a very questionable neighborhood
and it was impossible to get any information about her from
the neighbors. The pension was granted by the County Judge
without the recommendation of the Probation Officer.
Address- 325 S. 23rd. St. East St. Louis 111,
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In ;e~t i ga' icn aru_ b -cpervLSj or
• • • v1. 3y v.'hom was the investigation conducted? , .None. ma<ie .
2„ Is there regular authorized visitation? - *Jo f ? By whom?. , . .
3, Does the mother make regular reports to the oourt? , ,Nq • . . .
4, Does the mother cooperate with the officials? .....,«..
Earning Powe r and Pension
1-
. Could the mother support the family without the pens-lcn if not
required to remain at home? . . . Y,ea * . .
2-
. Would it he possible without "caking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . . N.o , . , . . . . .
3» Has any member of the family unuskd earning power? . .No. . . .
,
4-
. Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . . Np . , . .
5-
. VThat pension is fc iven? .i$.§0 jpe;r jnojitJu . (Jut, t.o .$6..p,er. mon.th..
6-
. How much does the family contribute to its own support? $.4 .50. w,k
.
7-
. Does the mother consider the pension adequate? f Ko .
Investigator 1 s idea? , . ..No. ....
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of 'money received and
expended? . . N.°
^
Home Conditions
a. High? . ... , ... ? . .
1. kural standard of the home -b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. .. ...
Indicate class by x c. Low (Ce.-ldreri should
be moved ) ? « . . .X.
2. Is the home unsanitary? . Y,ea. . If so, is It due to poor house-
keeping or to the building and surroundings?.. $o£h
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . , J^o.
4. Are the children healthy? t . Np , . . , if not, nature and \
cause of ill health?.. .Younger haj3 pon.aiimjpt.ioji M
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan*
s
;
£ome? »?P.v • v

48
Social Conditions
1» .ire all the children of school age kept in school? * .....
* .
' If not) why not?
2. Do the mother and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . .No
5. Do the children belong to clubs and organizations? ....
H.;jne and nature ©f organization? ^
4, nre the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil iniluenoe? • Its nature?.
5* Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless?

•are Mc SuTja'^mis
— 13 |. Lehen
Social state?
Firstnames
Wan
"
L»..Edward
woman
g_ Amy
Qhildren
£ Helen
i Edger
5
Date of] c cup a- •
"birth i tion o"jr
school
1 grade
Mars firs':;
Edward
t Insur-
Earnsl anoe
49
Woman.8
_ Amy
firs g
4mCo.
[6/30/79.; L
I exit
4/33/8 1 Janitor $30.r^1
ArrrtT.
[Mental and phys-
ical defects
'and illiteracy
.' Treiii.
1 n.l.y.
IO/J5/03 5th
7/36/II „
Prudl304l I5£ .w.ki Insane
!
t
!
i
170 IQ<p wk
$190.;. I0£_.wk
i
$135 I0£ wk
6
1
j J
in family
8_
9 ,
i
!
j
1
1
!
j
Kin-
ship to jta iam.
i
I
i
i
i
Other sources
of income
Arnt. Debts to Amt • For
Birthplace
man
Pennsylvania
woman
Illinois
Race Leng^ of time_in
city state U. S.
White...
White g^.yxjL
Natural 1 zati ?>n
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address
nWesteorheide
E.St .Louis-
Relatives
Kinship
J3iQ4her_
to Occupation
Laborer
Income
$10. w_k^
ifQ*_._in_£amily
_
S

50
Church or Sunday Schu g
1
Minister
man
voman
children
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address Capacity
dependency of family due to? Insanity of tha talh&X
Pension granted April 24 19 14.
The mother is a janitor at the Arcade Building and takes
the younger child with her. When it is possible she does
this work during school hours.
Address- 123 S. 4th. St. East St. Louis 111.
pate? April 6 191 3.

I51
la iez t i ga icn b ^pervl-s: or
1. 3y i,,;hom was the investigation con duo ted? . , None. made . 4 . . ,
2„ Is there regular authorized visitation? * No. . By whom?. . . »
3. Does the mother make regular reports tc the oourt? . . ^9 . . , .
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials? .........
Earning Powe r and Pension
1* Could the mother support the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . » .No . . . , ,
2. fould it he possible without taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . NO. . .
3. Has uny member of the family unused earning power? , . .^9 . . •
4» Is there a tendency tq a pauper attitude of mind?
6* vThat pension is given? .$9. 50. per. month. . Cut to. $7. per month.
6.. How much does the family contribute to its own support?$§O tmon$h
,
7* Does the mother consider the pension adequate? , .No . 1
Investigator's idea? . . No. ....
&• Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . .No
Home Conditions
a. High?. . . . . . X .
1. Moral standard of the home ----- b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. ......
Indicate class by x c Low (Cu-ldren should
be moved)? ......
2. Is the home unsanitary? . „ If so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.'ding and surroundings?
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . . Yes . . . . , .
4. Are the children heal thy?. t . Te ? ... If not, nature and
cause of ill health? » . . . *
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's JiOme? . Xe § •

53
Social Conditions
1, are all the children of school age liept in school? , X®9 . .
• . If not, why not?
2. Do the JitTiiher and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly?
. .
If© . . . .
,
3. Do the children "belong tc clubs and organizations? . .No. .
U.. re and naturo of organization?
4. Are the "coys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . , Njo Its nature?
5* Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless? . . . . Nc

are Mo
14
I Mans fire:
AmielGantner
Social state ? Widow.
________
Date of
j
Oc cup a- • | I Insur-
hirth i tion or i Earns1 anoe
school
Womans i
_
Mollie
"S G
53
Firsthames
tttan""
grade
l«Amiel
woman
hildren
l Emil
...
Deceased.
Keeps a
9 /6 /8I Bakery
TCoT
i
{Mental and phys-
ical defects
land illiteracy
Amt\T Treiii,
1/29/0? 2nd
4 LeRoy |s /I9/0ft 1st
,5 Elmer
6
7 /3 /II
±yes
-
— others
in family
9
Kin-
ship to i^^fam.
Other sources
of income
Amt Debts to Amt. For
Commission on sale 8 None
of store. ?
Birthplace
man
Illinois „
woman
Illinois
JRace LengtlL^f ti me_ln__,
state U. S."city
White
White $5 yrs
Natural 1 zati An
papers
2nd papers
Name Address
L.Karius Believing
J. Raring
Kinsh ip
Father
Brother
Relatives
to
?_
2
Occupation
Miner
Miner
Income IIQjl.._in_family
.
3
8

54
Church or Sunday Sctu
,
gl Minister
man
7'oman
German Evangel ioa.1 Rev. C. Pessel
children
it
Agencies and Persons
Interested Address ; Capacity
je pendency of fairily due to? Death of the father.
Pension granted Jan. 23 1915.
The mother has charge of a branch store for a bakery
and receives a commission on all she sells. She lives
with the three children in the back of the building.
There is nothing to indicate that the family is in
poverty or in need of a pension. The mother refused
to tell the amount of income she received from the
store.
Address- Belleville 111.
Date? Aug. 17 1913.
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In /e : t: ga icn b .tperv ls:< or
1» 3y whom was the investigation conducted? . P.ro;ba.t ijon. 0Xfj.cjsr. , t
2„ Is there regular authorized visitation? . Hp . . By whom?« # . ,
3. Does the mother make regular reports te the court? i ^ . . , , <
4. Does the mother cooperate with the officials?
Earning Powe r and Pcnsicn
. .
1, Could the mother support the family' without the pension if not,
required to remain at home? . . Y,es.
2, Would it be possible without taking the mother away, from home
for her to earn more than she now does? . . Np . :
, « »
Has any member of the family unusfed earning power? . ¥° •
4* Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . . Np , . . .
5,, VThat pension is given? Pu,t to. $8 ..p.er. mpn.th
6. How much does the family contribute to its own support? . . . .
7. Does the mother consider the pension adequate? .Yes, 1
Investigator's idea? . Jes . . . . .
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . No
Home Conditions
a-» High? 7 X .
1, Ivioral standard of the home ------ b. Not . seriously un-
satisfactory?. , ... ,
Indicate class by x c. Lew (Cr:_ldren should
be moved)? ......
2. Is the home unsanitary? . . , If so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the bui.'.ding and surroundings? ........
3« Are the children kept clean and presentable? . 7eP
4.. Are the children healthy? > .Yes. ... If not, nature and
s
cause of ill health? . . . .
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's Jjome? .Yes, . \

Social Conditions
p\ Are all the children of school age kept : in school? . Xes. . .
........ If not, why not?
2.. Do the mCTAiker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly?
..
. .
Ch
.
il
.
<ir
.
en
. .
Yes.
3., Do the children belong tc clubs and organizations? . Np . .
H~/:'e and nature of organization?
4. .^re the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . No Its nature? ......
5, Is there a tendency for the girls to be vdld and

are Mo,
_ 15
.
Hedman
Macs fir
I Walter
57
Vv omani
_Mary
tirs c
Social state? Widow.
rUa be of I Oo chip a-
«
"birth * tion or
,
scnooi
_J g:?ade
Man " " r
I Insur-
EarasI ance
—
I
L^Walter
woman
iL_Mary_.
children
1L
_
Lynn
Deceased.
11/36/79
8/5 /OS ?th
4 Thomaa
Co'.
Prud
ent
ial
Amt\
[Mental and phys-
ical defects
'and illiteracy
"FremV"
N.L.Y.
J
3/18/04 6th
IL Anna
6
a/ia/QB
i
- 4th
others
in family
h
Ls^Heverling 12/6/40; Cooper $5. wkUncle 3.; .$3. wk
Kin-
ship
I. 10* wk
!00|
!
. 10* wk
1 190, 50 . wk
Asthma,
4. , iS2?iSn~to ita tarn.
Other sources
of income
Amt. Debts to Amt
.
For
Mother canvasses None
and sews. $3.00 wk.
ace
man
Louis iana.
woman
Missouri
Race Length of t.i.me_±n
city state U. S.
White 8 yrs 8 yra
Natural i zat i-^n
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address
H„ Schoeder. St.. Lou 1st
J. Redman Qraneratt^ |La
Kinship
Father
.
Father
Relatives
to
3_
I
Occupation
Laborer
Laborer
Income
$I2.wk
i3Q .mo_
No» in family
_
———~—
—
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Church or Sunday Ss fru o1 Minister
man
wom.an
Catholic
_ K.H.Hoffner
children
Catholic '
Agencies and Persons
\
Interested Add re s s
j
Capacity
je -pendency of family cue tp? Death of the father.
Date? April 13 1913.
Pension granted May 30 1914.
Address- Lebanon 111.

59
Invo : t: ga' icn an£ b xpervLs: or
3y whom was the investigation conducted? . Propat ion. Off leer. » t
Is there regular authorized visitation? . Np . . By whom?. . . .
Does the mother make regular reports tc the court? . No. ....
Does the mother cooperate with, the officials?
Earning Powe r and Pension
Could the mother support the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . No
Would it be possible without taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? vr°
Has any member of the family unused earning power? . ?o
Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . .No . . . .
What pension is ^iven? $ IJ. per month
How much does the family contribute to its own support? $5,wk.. .
Does the mother consider the pension adequate? .UO.il
Investigator 1 s idea? . . Np . .
Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . NP
Home Conditions
a. High? ? I * .
kural standard of the home b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory? o
Indicate class by x c. Low (C.;_ldren should
be moved)? ......
Is tho home unsanitary? . Np . „ if so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the building and surroundings? ........
Are the children kept clean and presentable? . . Yes„ .
Are the children healthy?
,
. No
, . . . jf no t, nature and
cause of ill health? . Finest .has. the. asthma.
Are the children better off than in an orphan's £ome? . Yes .

Social Conditions
nre all the children of school age .rept in school? . Zea .
. . . . ... If not, why not?.
2. Do the mtofcker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . . "Se3 .....
3. Do the children belong to clubs and organizations? . . ,
ILre and nature of organization? ...... . . . . .
4. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . No Its nature? . . . ,
5« Is there u tendency for the girls to be wild and
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are Ue,
- 16 .Mank
Social state?
I Pate of
|
Scoupa--
Firstiiames I "birth i tion or
,
school
_
grade
_ |
Wan " ' "i
I
;
l_Frank
! 8/35/8 1 1 Molder_j
woman
2 Lulu
! Mars firs :
Frank
I Insur-
Earnd ance
'Co.'
Met ..
children
g, Leonard
4 Lawerence
7/3 /89
3/9 /07 : 3rd
I/I5/09 LftlL_
Amt\
Womans first
..Lulu
Mental and phys-
jical defects
and illiteracy
Prem.
&3I5[ I5£ wkj.Totall
(L Ceccha I 1/6/ ID
^JLargaret_.^10/37/I3
1 Pauline ,11/30/14
^SlaoiSers
in family
8_
9
Kin-
ship
disabled.
to ;to iam..
Other sources
of income
Amt, Debts to AnrU
i
For
Mother washes 13.50 wk. Klaus Grocery Co. &300. Groceries
Doctor $30. Practice
Birthplace
man
Illinois
woman
Illinois
Race
White
White
Length of time In ._
cixy state XL. S.
Natural i zati l>n
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address Kinship
Father
ftp
3
I
Occupation Income #0. in family
J.Becker Belleville Crippled 6
N . Mank Belleville Brother Saloon keeper ? 9
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Church or Sunday Schu ol Llinist.er
man
Catholic LJerggffiaa
woman
children
« «
Agencies and Pi rsons
Interes ted Address * Capacity
"je-pendeney of family due to? Illneaa of the fatw
Date? Dec, 33 1913.
Penaion granted June I 1914.
The father has locomotor ataxia.
Addreas- 35 N. Cheetnut St. Belleville 111.
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In/e:t iga i.cn b ^erviSj or
1. 3y whom was the investigation conducted? . P.ro.bstf i.on. 0/f<LC£r. . ,
£„ Is there regular authorized visitation? » .No. . By whom?, . . *
3, Does the mother make regular reports to the court? . JTo
4, Does the mother cooperate with the officials? . . . ,
Earning Powe r and P^nsi on
1. Could the mother sup-port the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . $0 .
2. loulflL it be possible without taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? &&*.«..
3. Eas any member of the family unus&d earning power?
,
Hp . * , '.
4. Is there a tendency to a pauper attitude of mind? . No
5. What pension is given? J$L4..pejr month
6. How much does the family contribute to its own support? $2.£0. w£..
7. Does the mother consider the pension adequate? . . . 1
Investigator's idea? . . 2Jo,
8. Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended? . . N.o
Heme Conditions
a. High? v X «
1, kural standard of the home * - - - - b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. . ... ,
Indicate class by x c. Lew (CL.ldren should
be moved)? ......
B, Is the home unsanitary?
. Ho , p If so, is it due to poor house-
keeping or to the building and surroundings? ........
3. Are the children kept clean and presentable? . ,Yej9
4. Are the children healthy?
f
.
tea. ... If not, nature and
cause of ill health?
5. Are the children better off than in an orphan's fcome? . Y.es, . \
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Social Conditions
1, ^re all the children of school age kept in school? Jejs . . .
. . If not, why not? , . ,
2. Do the mfcl&er and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . ,Cb,iLdrjen. . Y«s,
3. Do the children bel.ong tc clubs and organizations? . No. .
BLr?e and nature *f organization?
,
4. Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . . No. ...... Its nature? t
5* Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless? . . No

'are 5T0^
_ 17
So^al state'
Firstnames
Man
.John
woman
<L Loui ea
hildren
Herman
Lehnhardt
Widow,
Date of
|
Dcou/pa-
"birth i tion or
i
school
! grade
Maris firs
John
I Insur-
Earnsl ance
l
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Woman s first
Louisa
lUoT"
6/ 1.7/6
1
6/6 /Q4 , 4th
—
j~
i
1~
Relatives
ana others
in family
S^Mary
1 John
— h
18/12/91 i Washes
j
i
10/7 /07 [__ Snd.
.wk
Kin-
ship
Daut
Son
Amt".
Mental and phys-
ical defects
and Illiteracy
'Freiu.
—....
to
. 2 i ..|4. wk/
8 I
Other sources
of income
Mother washes
Amt. Debts to
Docto r
Undertaker
Amt.
|50
For
Practice
Funeral
Birthplace
man
Illinois „
woman
Germany
Race Length, of
cixy
. ._Whi_t_e g7_jxi-52-yri 53 yrs
state U,
.in
S.
Natural i zati ^n
1st papers
2nd papers
Name Address
H. Shill ing New Ath
A. Shilling Morion
Relatives
Mnship_
ana Brothejr—S-
Brother 12
to Occupation
Minsjr_
Laborer
Income JHQj^ _in_family
.
4
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C hurch or Sunday 5ah^ ol Minister
man
r oman
German EzaagflliaaJ EJBJgMflfll
children
ft IT
Agencies and P< rsons
I
Interes ted Address
!
Ca-oacity
^eoendeney of family dug to? Death of the father.
Date? Feb. II 1913.
Pension granted Feb. I 1915.
The daughter and her illegitimate son live with the
mother so in this way the total earnings of the
family is considerably increased.
Address- 13 East C. St. Belleville 111.
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In ?e ' t i ga icn ^nc_ b ^pfcrvlsj or
1. 3y Y"hom was the investigation conducted? . P.ro.ba.t i.on. QffjLc.er. . v
2„ Is there regular authorized visitation? . $P . , By whom?. * .
3, , Does the mother make regular reports tc the oour.t? . . , . , .
4 f Does the mother cooperate with the officials'? - . . .. . * • . .
Earning Powe r and Pensicn
1, Could the mother support the family without the pension if not
required to remain at home? . . . No. . .
2, Would it be possible without taking the mother away from home
for her to earn more than she now does? Np
3, > Has c^ny member of the family unus&d earning power? , Np
4, Is there a tendency t». a pauper attitude of mind? . $o. » . . .
5,. vThat pension is given? tJ3*peir jnonth.. .Cut .to. &5.jpe,r month.. . .
6.. H*w much does the family contribute to its own support? $.6.j50. wk.
7. Does the mother consider the pension adequate? . Y.es. . 1
Investigator's idea? . .Ye.s ......
8 f ,Does the mother keep an itemized account of money received and
expended?
.
..Ho
Heme Conditions
a. High?.. 7 . .
1, Moral standard of the home *-*-«•. b. Not seriously un-
satisfactory?. .X...
Indicate class by x c.
;
Lew (Cr—ldren should
be moved)? .....
2, Is the home unsanitary?. • Hp , , If so, is it du«- to poor house-
keeping or to the building and surroundings? .........
3, Are the children kept clean and presentable? . Y^ssl
4, Are the children healthy?
t
. Ko . . . . If not,
.
nature and
cause of ill health? .Son .is. s.ickljr..
.
: %
5, Are the children better off than in an orphan's fcome? Je£ . . .-.
*»1
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Social Conditions
1« Are all the children of school age kept in school? ,Y$8 . . .
* ; If not, why not?
£« Do the mtoifcker and children attend Sunday School and church
regularly? . .Clulcir.en. .Ye^
3. Do the children belong to clubs and organizations? . NP , .
N.re and nature of organization? .
4« Are the boys members of rough gangs or subject to other
evil influence? . No Its nature?
5-« Is there a tendency for the girls to be wild and
careless? f
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